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Abstract

In this Master Thesis we have explained the process of securitization as well as the basic

attributes of one of its products, the collateralized loan obligations (CLOs). Further,

we have analyzed the regulatory environment around securitization prior and post the

big financial crisis of 2007 in Europe and the U.S.. Our interest in regulatory changes,

that are related to the financial crisis and focus on securitization, was motivated by the

large role that securitization has played in the financial crisis and the fact that it is still

a commonly used practice. Based on the analysis of the regulatory environment and

the academic research, we have set to examine one of the newly introduced regulations,

specifically the European risk retention rule. There seem to be widely held beliefs

amongst researchers as well as among regulators, that moral hazard is an issue within

securitization, and retaining a fraction of the credit risk of a securitized product should

reduce this type of moral hazard. We have conducted two regression analyses, one

examining the effects of the European risk retention rule on default rates of the CLOs,

and a second regression examining the effects of the rule on the performance of these

products. Our findings show that the risk retention rule has a statistically significant

effect on both default rates and performance of the CLOs. Not only are the default rates

lower for the deals that comply with the risk retention rule, but also their performance

is higher as opposed to deals that do not comply with this rule. These facts could

be potentially attributed to a decrease of moral hazard on the side of CLO managers

or originators stemming from the risk retention. Our results also suggest that there

might be an increase of the systematic risk for the CLOs that comply with the risk

retention and we believe that this topic is worth investigating further. Our additional

suggestions for future research are to examine whether it matters if it is the originator

or the manager who retains the risk or whether securitized products as CLOs and

collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) can be generalized in the sense that they all

require the same rule such as risk retention.
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1 Introduction

Securitization is a process that turns illiquid products liquid, while reducing their risk

by diversification. Securitized products are created by pooling a lot of non-tradable

assets, and consequently splitting those pools into tranches of different seniority. These

tranches become tradable and can be sold to investors. This process is useful in financial

markets as it is a source of creating more liquidity for financial institutions (Caouette

et al., 2008).

Securitization allows the originator of the underlying assets to get rid of the credit

risk by passing it on to the investors. Yet, investors are not the ones managing the

underlying portfolio of the securitized product. Thus, we can see that there is space for

misalignment of interests between the securitizer and the investor, which can be also

referred to as moral hazard. The presence of moral hazard in securitization can partly

explain how is it possible that managers behaved so recklessly with the collateralized

debt obligations (CDOs) and credit default swaps (CDSs) that they contributed to the

occurrence of the big financial crisis (Crotty, 2009).

We will examine the reaction of academic researchers to the events of the financial

crisis and what their opinions are about the role that securitization has played in it. By

analysing the existing literature, we will also gain an overview of the recommendations

made by researchers concerning the correct use of securitization, as well as its regulation.

Based on the analysis of the academic research we will be able to observe what type of

regulatory response has attracted majority of the attention.

Before the financial crisis, the financial markets have just undergone multiple years

of de-regulation (Radun, 2009). There was a belief that regulation in financial mar-

kets hinders development and should be avoided. Thus, many of the financial products

that were being traded among banks and institutional investors on a global scale were

not under strict regulatory supervision. An example can be seen in the CDOs, that

were traded way beyond their actual value and eventually became one of the main con-

tributors to the crisis (Crotty, 2009). We believe that regulation could have prevented

certain aspects of the financial crisis, and selling products without real value could have
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been one of them.

Motivated by this belief, in this thesis we will examine the regulatory settings of

the financial markets, that have been affecting securitization. This means, that we will

look at the history of regulations prior the big financial crisis of 2007, that might have

affected the role that securitized products played in the financial crisis. Next, we will

examine the regulations concerning securitization that came into force as a response to

the financial crisis. We will find out what elements of securitization are addressed by

these regulations and to what extent.

We believe that it is possible to achieve higher alignment of interests between the

securitizers and investors. Thus, in this thesis we strive to find out whether regulations

have the ability to influence the level of moral hazard present in securitization.

Of particular interest for this thesis will be the collateralized loan obligations (CLOs).

This is due to the fact that the popularity of CLOs has been increasing since the financial

crisis (Culp and Forrester, 2015).
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2 Literature Review

In 2007, Keys et al. published an academically relevant research paper, which has

shown that originators do not screen their subprime borrowers properly if they know

that the loans will get securitized and that they will get rid of the risks. To prove their

hypothesis, Keys et. al. used borrower cutoff scores, which was at the time considered

to be an original and innovative approach. The cutoff scores have been an industry

standard of the scoring system proposed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac referred to

as the FICO score. General industry standard is that low-documentation borrowers 1

that are rated below 620 are risky, while those rated 620 + are on the safe side. When

looking at the number of loans given out at each score, there is a notable jump at the

score 620 in an otherwise continuous graph (see Figure 1). This means that many more

loans get issued to borrowers with scores just above 620, compared to just below the

score.

Figure 1: Low-documentation loans and FICO scores. The graph depicts the number of low-
documentation loans given out at different FICO scores. The x-axis shows the FICO score and the
y-axis shows the number of loans given out in hundreds. The cut-off of 620 is represented by the red
horizontal line. Source: Keys et. al., 2007

Additionally, there is another jump in the number of defaults just above the thresh-

old, compared to just below (see Figure 2). This indicates that loans with higher score

default more often than those with lower score around the threshold of 620. This goes

against the logic of the scoring system and indicates that the loans just above the

threshold were not screened properly and exaggerated amount of loans was given out.

1Low-documentation borrowers are borrowers that cannot provide full documentation of their income or possessions
(Keys, et. al., 2007)
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Figure 2: Low-documentation loans and FICO scores. The graph depicts the number delin-
quencies of low-documentation loans given out at different FICO scores. The number of loans are in
hundreds. The x-axis shows the FICO score and the y-axis is the annual delinquency rate. Delinquen-
cies stand for delayed payments on the borrower side. Source: Keys et. al., 2007

By excluding other possible causes of this empirical evidence, Keys et. al. (2007)

have concluded that these jumps appear due to the ease of securitization at the 620+

FICO scores. Keys et al. thus conclude that lax screening arises at this score as a result

of high likelihood of selling the loans to securitizers and further to investors, thereby

getting rid of the risk. This can be referred to as moral hazard in securitization. This,

later universally held belief that moral hazard occurs in case of securitization, influenced

the regulatory response to the financial crisis in the form of risk retention rules in both

EU and the U.S. (Bubb and Kaufman, 2014).

Even though Keys et. al. did quite a groundbreaking research, it did not stay with-

out critics. Bubb and Kaufman (2014)2 discredit Keys et al. conclusions by saying that

the empirical evidence is a result of general industry standards rather than access to

securitization. Bubb and Kaufman conducted a similar study as Keys et al. examining

unsecuritized loans and observed the familiar jumps around the cutoff score of 620.

Thus, according to the study of Bubb and Kaufman securitization is not the reason

for lax screening, it is rather the industry standard itself. Bubb and Kaufman dis-

tinguish between Securitization Rule-of-thumb Theory and Origination Rule-of-thumb

Theory. The first one introduced by Keys et al. (2010) and the latter by Bubb and

Kaufman (2014). The Securitization Rule-of-thumb Theory states that the origin of

the discontinuities in loan issuances around the 620 cutoff and in loan defaults around

2The first version of their paper comes from 2011.
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this score is stemming in securitization. It is based on the statement that securitizers

show more exogenous willingness to buy loans that have been written to borrowers with

scores just above 620. This theory has been first introduced by Keys et al. (2010) and

subsequently used as a research design in multiple papers (Keys et al., 2010; Jiang et

al., 2010; Rajan et al., 2010; Keys et al., 2009). These papers interpret the empirical

evidence of an increase in defaults at scores just above 620 compared to just below

through moral hazard in screening caused by securitization. This reasoning has been

used as a base for the regulative response that came in form of risk retention rules

(Bubb and Kaufman, 2014).

However, Bubb and Kaufman (2014) doubt the main assumption of the Securitiza-

tion Rule-of-thumb Theory, that the variety in screening at the credit score cutoffs is

induced solely by a difference in the securitization probability. In their research, Bubb

and Kaufman (2014) question the foundations of this theory and suggest an alternative,

based on the belief that there is another justification for the discontinuity in lenders

behavior. Their Origination Rule-of-thumb Theory says that the origin of the cutoff

standards does not lie in securitization. In the 1990s, originators were required to adopt

credit score cutoff rules from Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. The Government Sponsored

enterprises (GSEs) required that originators adopt these rules to be able to assess how

much screening a borrower needs. These cutoff rules became so incorporated in loan-

giving procedures, that they became an industry standard. Bubb and Kaufman (2014)

show discontinuities at loan issuance and default rates at the cutoff rates even 4 years

before the financial crisis, additionally they show that the rates of securitization did

not increase at the cutoff. Moreover, lenders behavior at the cutoff rates have persisted

even after the financial crisis during the years 2008 and 2009, when securitization had

been paused. Thus according to their view the origination of the moral hazard that

has spurred the financial crisis has been misinterpreted and should be assigned to the

housing bubble instead of the securitization process. According to the authors, there

has been too little weight put on the possibility of a steep drop in housing prices, which

is the main cause of the crisis, not moral hazard in securitization. The authors challenge
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policymakers to revise their reasonings for newly issued policies as they might be based

on a wrong hypothesis.

Senarath (2014) in his research also stands for the view that most of the blame

for financial crisis is associated with securitization and credit default swaps (CDSs).

However, he specifies that securitization of good loans has never been the problem,

rather it is securitization of the loans that never should have been issued, due to the

risks they carried - Senarath calls them ”lemons”. Thus the failure in securitization can

be assigned to the failure of governmental policy in the sense of its ability to foresee

consequences.

Credit Default Swaps have been used as a form of insurance that insured against

defaults of the underlying securitized loans. In addition to being an insurance the CDSs

were used for betting purposes. This means that CDSs had the function of insurance,

yet they were missing other characteristics that are essential for any kind of insurance

to work. First of all, the indemnity principle defines that in case of an accident the

insured cannot be compensated by an amount that would make him better off after the

compensation as opposed to his financial situation before the accident. The compensa-

tion must get the insurer to at most the same financial position as he had before the

accident. Secondly, insurance contracts are generally governed by the ”utmost good

faith” principle which is not complied with in case of CDSs. Most important charac-

teristic of an insurance that CDSs are lacking is insurable interest. This means that

investors can get in possession of CDSs without having any interest in the debt instru-

ment or company that the particular CDS insures. Thus CDSs are essentially betting

instruments, used for gamble. The characteristics of a gamble is that people increase

the risk they are taking by becoming part of the gamble. While with insurance, people

decrease the risk they face. The gambling nature of CDSs built up the risks in the finan-

cial system. Summarizing what was the main problem of the financial crisis, Senarath

states: ”Firstly, securitising lemons and secondly, betting over securitized lemons.”

(p.30, Senarath, 2014). The author claims that as long as the ”originate-to-distribute”

model exists the lenders will have only small incentives to screen the borrowers. The
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”originate-to-distribute” model is the basic idea of securitization where the originator

issues the loans and subsequently passes the risks on to investors. Moreover, the effec-

tiveness of the 5% retention rule that strives to resolve this problem is questioned by

Senarath (2014). The author states that even without the rule, banks would not hedge

against the retained subordinated notes, because it has already been a general practice.

Even before the financial crisis banks were keeping the subordinate loans while selling

the rated notes and this did not help to prevent the financial crisis. Thus, according to

the author, this 5% risk retention rule would not avert another crisis in the future.

Sebastian A. Schuetz (2010) studies certain post-crisis regulations and their effective-

ness in regards to the main problems that he identifies in the context of the financial

crisis. Specifically, he evaluates EU regulation on credit rating agencies and certain

Basel II enhancements. The main remarks the author makes are the fact that there is

an ”early warning system” missing that would indicate the threat of the crisis - specifi-

cally in the structured finance environment with subprime mortgages. He states that a

development of such a system is difficult because every crisis is different. The leverage

ratio introduced, as an enhancement to the Basel II, is according to Schuetz (2010)

going to have negative consequences on the economy and does not solve the exogenous

and impulsive moral hazard problem that we have faced in the subprime crisis. As the

induction point of the financial crisis Schuetz considers the supply of home equity loans

asset backed securities, residential mortgage backed securities and collateralized debt

obligations squared. All these inducers were driven by the low interest rates in the U.S.,

social policies and failures in Basel II. The author shows that the behavior of bankers,

given their environment, was rational on a micro-level. However, it was followed by

a crisis at a macro-level. A critical point, that the author emphasises regarding the

regulatory enhancements, is not providing ratings for financial instruments that have

low historical database. Schuetz considers this as an over-regulation that would hinder

the growth in the financial industry. Instead he suggests a separate rating category

linked to adjusted Basel II risk weights for new instruments. Additionally, he criticises

the leverage ratio which is part of the Basel III regulation. This would according to the
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author slow down the economic growth, incentivize banks to have more risk in their

balance sheet and it would not work as a prevention of another financial crisis.

Keys et al. (2009) research financial regulation on securitization using evidence from

subprime loans. They confirm that a regulation that assures that the originators would

have some ”skin in the game” would reduce moral hazard. However, they also point

out that too much regulation would have the unwanted effect on moral hazard. Thus

it is necessary to create good quality regulations in small quantity in order to get rid

of or minimize this agency problem.

Malekan and Dionne (2014) conducted their research under the assumption that

securitization is one of the main inducing factors of the financial crisis. They math-

ematically prove that ”in the presence of moral hazard, the optimal contract must

contain partial retention clause in the form of an equity tranche” (p.83, Malekan and

Dionne, 2014). They state that the level of optimal retention can be lowered by the

presence of credit enhancement and tranching because losses affect equity returns and

thus incentivize banks to monitor. Thus, the mere existence of the equity tranche mo-

tivates the originator to conduct a certain level of monitoring in order to lessen the

probability of default. The authors also warn that too high retention requirements

would hinder the possibilities of liquidity enhancements that securitization has to offer.

Malekan and Dionne (2014) highlight the low emphasis on systemic risk that has been

exhibited by market participants right before the financial crisis.

Coval, Jurek and Stafford (2009) argue that the main risk of securitized products

is that even though they manage to avoid specific risk by diversification, they become

more sensitive to market risk. The importance of the market risk has been, according

to the author, partly neglected in regard to these financial instruments. The market

risk is not shown in the ratings. Thus, ratings as we know them become less useful with

structured finance products (Coval, Jurek, Stafford, 2009). According to Coval, Jurek

and Stafford (2009), there is an important need to control for the systemic risk of the

securitized products.
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Benmelech, Dlugosz and Ivashina (2010) have examined whether there is adverse

selection in securitization of corporate loans. The findings show that the problem

is not as severe as one might think. The results are exactly the opposite compared

to the mortgage securitization where the adverse selection problem caused immense

trouble. In the collateralized loan obligation (CLO) market, the loans that are subject

to securitization are syndicated and can be owned simultaneously by various non-bank

financial institutions. According to the authors, this feature by itself already decreases

the danger of securitized corporate loans compared to mortgages. The results of this

study show that adverse selection is not a result of securitization as a process. The

authors state that having ”skin in the game” is sufficient to avoid adverse selection.

Benmelech, Dlugosz and Ivashina (2010) believe that the newly adopted risk retention

rules work on the correct principle.
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3 Theoretical Background

3.1 Agency Theory

According to Arrow (1984) agency relationships are a ”phenomenon of significant scope

and economic magnitude” (p.1, Arrow, 1984). Agency relationships are universal and

are present in almost all economic transactions (Arrow, 1984).

Agency theory states that in organizations, there is always a principal and an agent.

In case of firms, the principals are the investors or the owners, while the agents are the

firm’s managers. The agents should be acting and making decisions in the principals’

interests. The agency problem arises when agents choose to act rather in their own

interests instead of that of their principals’. This potential divergence of interests can

be addressed by contracts that strive to align the self-interests of the the agents to those

of their principals. Only when such alignment is reached, and the agents by acting in

the interest of their principals also act in their own interest, agency problems can be

avoided (Hatch, 1997). In agency theory, agents are prone to opportunism in the sense

that they do not fulfil their responsibilities to 100 percent. In order for the principals

to respond to a potential lapse in the agent’s behaviour, they need to be fully informed

about what the managers are doing. (Hatch, 1997)

3.2 Adverse Selection

Adverse selection is one of two possible forms of agency problems. As defined by Arrow

(1984) adverse selection can also be referred to as ”hidden information”. This means

that in a case of adverse selection the agent has certain information that the principal

does not have and uses them for his own benefit (Darrough and Stoughton, 1986).

In order to deal with adverse selection, more thorough screening and monitoring

of the agents, who have more information than the principals, is required. Another

way to address this problem is that the principals will treat the agents based on their

satisfaction with the agents’ continuous performance (Thomsen and Conyon, 2012).
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3.3 Moral Hazard

Moral hazard is the second possible way how agency problems can materialize. Arrow

(1984) refers to moral hazard as ”hidden behaviour”. If an action taken by the agent

is unobservable by the principal and this action creates additional value to the agent,

it is called moral hazard (Darrough and Stoughton, 1986).

Moral hazard has been historically defined through two different pathways. One

of the pathways stems in literature about insurance and the other one emerges from

economic and statistical analysis of probability and decision-making in economics. From

the early beginnings of the existence of insurance it has been known that its availability

will affect the behaviour of individuals possessing it, by making them less cautious

towards the specific dangers, against which they are insured. Moreover, intentionally

exaggerated risk-taking or even fraud has been documented in relation to insurance in

the sake of desire for financial gain (Dembe and Boden, 2000). Historic literature has

described moral hazard as immoral, dishonest and unethical behavioural tendencies, it

has also been interpreted as stealing and blamed for increasing the peril and stimulating

accidents, illness or unemployment (Haynes, 1894; McNeill, 1900; Campbell, 1902).

During 1920s, the introduction of federal deposit insurance has spurred concerns for

moral hazard in banking. Later, between 1940 and 1980, the literature differentiated

moral hazard from morale hazard - the latter being defined as unintentional careless

behaviour. This distinction is now scarcely used (Dembe and Boden, 2000).

The economic view on moral hazard argues that the word ”moral” has nothing to

do with morality, but it rather describes behaviour that depends on expectations of an

individual in situations with uncertain outcomes. It has been described as the moral

worth of a person’s wealth and it can be also referred to as the utility of wealth (Dembe

and Boden, 2000).

Thomsen and Conyon (2012) refer to moral hazard as a situation when the principal

can not know exactly what the agent’s activity is. It is possible to see certain indicating

factors of the agent’s behaviour, still most of their actions remain unknown to the

principal. Thomsen and Conyon (2012) also mention the connection between moral
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hazard and insurance in the sense that if people are insured against fire, the probability

of fire increases. Insurance against risk eliminates one’s incentives to try to avoid the

risk.
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4 Institutional Background

4.1 Structured Finance

Structured Finance is a term commonly used as a synonym for securitization. In fact, it

covers all transactions that make use a special purpose vehicle (SPV) including project

finance. However, the most prevalent form of structured finance is securitization (L.

Schwarcz, 2011).

The term is used for pooling economic assets, which in turn will get split into

tranches. From these tranches, cash flows with allocated claims, organized in a prede-

termined order, are transferred to the investors keeping the financial assets as collateral.

For example, types of underlying pools can be economic assets such as mortgages, bonds

and loans. In this thesis we will focus on the latter, loans. This structure allows the

creation of a less risky product. As the risk becomes repackaged, the final product has

a lower risk in comparison to the average risk in the underlying pool (Coval, Jurek and

Stafford, 2009).

Furthermore, there are essential characteristics that structured finance products at-

tain. In the financial market, there exist the need of depository, investment, credit and

risk management functions. All of these functions are satisfied with structured finance

products, which therefore fulfil relevant market needs (Caouette et al., 2008).

4.1.1 Securitization, CDOs, CLOs and Leveraged loans

A CDO is a financial instrument, in which the underlying assets are used as a collateral,

and the notes issued to the investors have linked interest and principal payments with

the cash flows of the underlying. Typically in securitization, a collateral manager

would manage the pool of assets, and depending on the structure of the pool, it would

be determined what type of a financial instrument the securitized product is. For

example, if the structure of the pool contains mixed assets that would generally be

referred to as a CDO. On the other hand, if the pool contains only one type of assets

instead, such as leveraged loans, that would be known as a CLO (Choudhry, 2010).
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A leveraged loan is a loan given to borrowers that are rated with a non-investment

grade. For Moody’s these are borrowers rated under BBB-/Baa3 and 72% of the com-

panies Moody’s rates in U.S. are below this mark. Many of these loans are given to

companies for the purpose of acquisitions, refinancing or buyouts and are attractive

for these borrowers due to the fact that they are flexible, fairly priced and pre-payable

(Lsta.org, 2017). Generally, leveraged loans have high volumes ranging from 50 million

dollars to as much as 10 billion dollars. Primary lenders for these leveraged loans are

banks and institutional investors and the leveraged loans are due to their size mostly

syndicated. In United States, since 1998 the average default rate of leveraged loans is

around 3.2% and has a loss rate of 0.64% per year (Lsta.org, 2017). According to the

leverage loan indices for U.S. and Europe, the market default rates in 2016 were 1.78%

and 2.18%, respectively. (CLO-i, 2017)

The process of securitization commenced in the 1970s with the start of pooling

mortgage loans in order for institutions to finance the demand of house loans (Schwartz,

2011). Since then, there has been a rapid increase in mortgage-backed securities in the

U.S. with a peak of of 2 trillion dollars in issuance during 2006 alone (Caouette et al.,

2008). CLOs appeared two decades after the start of CDOs. The creation of CLOs

cumulated in 2006 with issuance of 40 billion euros in Europe and 100 million dollars in

United States during 2007. In Europe, this abruptly ended during the financial crisis

where the production of CLOs was suspended (Barclays, 2015). Herewith the creation

of CLOs did not commence again until 2012 (CLO-i, 2017).

The securitization process is designed to work in the following manner. The asset

originator who possesses the assets, which could be in a form of mortgages or ordi-

nary loans, pools them together to what is referred to as the reference portfolio. This

reference portfolio is later sold to an issuer, usually an SPV, which is set up as an

entity designed to purchase these assets. Through this, the issuer has the ownership of

the portfolio and the underlying assets are removed from the asset originator’s balance

sheet. This benefits the asset originator by eliminating the bankruptcy risk and the

legal interest in the assets. To finance this purchase, the issuer will create tradable
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securities with interest that will subsequently be sold to the capital market. The in-

vestors that will purchase these securities will receive a predetermined rate payment

based on the tranche hierarchy from the cash flow in the reference portfolio. Through

this methodology, the credit risk and occasionally interest and currency risk will be

transferred from the issuer to the investors (Jobst, 2008).

A key aspect of securitization is the management of different cash flow risk within

a given portfolio, where the manager needs to be able to deal with the losses from the

underlying assets. These underlying assets are being used as a collateral. Securitization

has a capital structure that is designed to give cash flows or payments in a prioritized

order to the investors depending on which note the investor purchase, this structure

is based on the set-up of tranches (Coval, Jurek and Stafford, 2009). A rudimentary

set-up has three different tranches which are senior, mezzanine and equity. Each of

their respective principal and interest payments are distributed to the tranches based

on their seniority. Contrary, the losses are absorbed in a reverse order where the equity

tranche absorbs the first losses (Ibanez and Scheicher, 2012). This set-up is illustrated

by Figure 3. The credit rating for each of the tranches is heavily based on the level of

overcollateralization (OC) of each tranche, in other words how much junior claims can

absorb the losses before the specific tranche suffers from it (Coval, Jurek and Stafford,

2009). The equity tranche, which is unrated and first in line to absorb any losses, can be

kept at the originator’s balance sheet as a signalling mechanism towards the investors.

This can, as a result, create an incentive to maintain the credit quality on the portfolio.

Other times, the equity is sold off to, for example, a hedge fund (Ibanez and Scheicher,

2012).
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Figure 3: The distribution of interest and losses throughout the tranches. This figure illus-
trates the direction of flow of the losses and interest payments based on the hierarchy of the tranches.
It displays, from which tranche the losses start to be absorbed and which tranche are first in line to
receive interest and principal payment.

The existence of the tranches allows for the possibility to repackage risk, meaning

transforming riskier assets into products suitable for investors that desire a safer invest-

ment. As a result, an asset pool of large magnitude can transform a number of assets

with higher risk into relatively safe senior tranches. The rationale behind this mecha-

nism lies in the default correlations between the assets in the pool. Lower correlations

between the assets in the portfolio generates less likelihood for the possibility that all

assets will default at the same time. Thus, due to this set-up of the portfolio, it will

consequently be possible to create senior tranche that are relatively safer in comparison

to the individual underlying assets. However, it is crucial that investor understand the

role of systematic risk in these products since the securities are strongly correlated to

performance of the economy (Coval, Jurek and Stafford, 2009).

In the case of a CLO, the leveraged loans are combined into a portfolio where the

manager has the possibility to continuously buy and sell collateral, even after the initial

purchase. The issuance of structured bonds will cover the financing cost of purchasing
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this portfolio of collateral. If the originator is a bank that has set up the SPV, it

would assist with the issuance of the structured bonds for the manager with the assets

used as a collateral. Nevertheless, the manager has a time frame before and eventually

after the initial closing date of the CLO transaction to alter the portfolio. Thereafter,

there is a period of re-investment where the managers can use the repayments of the

loans or sale profits to invest into additional collateral. This period can last up to a

few years. Subsequently, when the reinvestment period ends, the cash flows will be

transferred to the investors in order to repay the CLOs notes. This is referred to as the

amortisation period. Up to two years after the closing date of the CLO transaction,

there is a non-call period in which investors are not allowed to request redemptions on

the notes (Barclays, 2015).
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Figure 4: Illustration of cash flows in a securitization process of a CLO. This figure displays
the direction of cash flows and the main players of each transaction. The special purpose vehicle (SPV)
is an entity separating the direct contact of the manager or originator and the investors, as all the
distribution of fees, proceeds and cash flows passes through an SPV.
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4.1.2 Institutional Investors

One of the main players in securitization are institutional investors. They have become

influential participants in the capital markets where they are heavily involved in securi-

ties trading. Institutional investors are organisations that are large in size and possess

extensive amount of cash that ought to be invested. Examples of institutional investors

could be hedge and pension funds or finance companies (BusinessDictionary.com, 2017).

Prior to the recent crises, institutional investors started to focus more on structured

finance products which resulted in an increase in demand for these products. There are

few reasons why institutional investors shifted focus towards structured finance prod-

ucts. One of the main factors was due to central banks adopting low levels of short term

rates that ultimately lead to a low government yield and hence becoming unattractive

for institutional investor to purchase. Also, during the recent years leading up to the

crises, the foreign exchange reserve for emerging markets had gained a large surplus

in savings and started to invest the excess in the capital markets. On top of that,

there were a trend for de-leveraging in corporate debt, and debt issuance was dropping

with 50 % in both markets, the U.S. and Europe. Lastly, pension funds were searching

to reduce their volatility in pursuit of funding their asset and liability mismatches and

directed their focus on structured credit and other fixed-income structures (IMF, 2013).
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4.2 Regulations

4.2.1 CLO 1.0 versus CLO 2.0 and CLO 3.0

The world of CLOs can be divided into different stages. These stages are commonly

referred to as CLO 1.0, CLO 2.0 and CLO 3.0. The term CLO 1.0 refers to the deals

from the period before the financial crisis of 2007 (Barclays, 2015).

The years before the financial crisis can be defined by de-regulation of financial

markets with low or even no possibilities of surveillance in the shadow banking sector.

The universally held belief at this time period was that regulation in the shadow banking

is unnecessary (Fullenkamp and Rochon, 2014). As the most important pre-crisis law

in regards to banking and structured finance we consider the Basel regulation and its

capital requirements.

As the events of 2007 have shown, this anti-regulatory mindset with the minimal

existing laws in place have failed to protect the financial system. The reasons for the

crash can be seen in specific dysfunctionalities of the system. For instance, one of the

commonly addressed drawbacks of the Basel regulation on capital requirements is that

it incentivized the bankers to engage in regulatory arbitrage or over-the-counter trades

to hide their levels of effective leverage. (Fullenkamp and Rochon, 2014)

As a quick reaction to the financial crisis, the issuance of CLOs had been stopped

between 2008 and 2012 (CLO-i, 2017). During this time, regulators started developing

multiple new regulatory frameworks in order to address the events of the financial crisis.

The new regulative frameworks address especially proprietary trading, the significance

of pro-cyclicality of structured finance products, alignment of interests between issuers

and investors as well as the accountability, transparency and reliability of credit rating

agencies. There are new laws and amendments being written on a continuous basis.

The new laws work as augmentations of the existing ones, rather than substitutes.

Additionally, many new laws are being published on national levels (Fullenkamp and

Rochon, 2014).

Besides new laws, the Basel capital standards have been revised and are called Basel

2.5 and Basel III.
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The CLOs that were issued after the regulatory change and after the break between

2007 and 2012 are referred to as CLO 2.0. To set an example of the differences between

CLO 1.0 and CLO 2.0, Barclays (2015) have conducted a market research showing the

real differences between the ratings and the OC levels of these two groups of CLOs.

These differences reflect a change in the capital structures of the CLOs, making them

more conservative in order to achieve certain ratings. OC is a standard test conducted

for CLO deals that shows for each tranche the ratio of its collateral value against the

principal outstanding amount of the given tranche plus the amount outstanding for all

tranches senior to the given tranche (Barclays, 2015). In Table 1 it can be observed

that, in EU, the percentage of a deal rated as a triple A tranche has decreased after the

financial crisis. At the same time the OC levels have increased showing lower leverage

and more conservative capital structure. Generally, we can also observe that in the U.S.

the approach is less conservative, leaving higher proportion of a deal rated as a triple

A while the OC is lower compared to the one in the EU.

Table 1: Overview of changes in structure and OC levels for different senior tranches of
CLOs. The data in the table comes from industry averages. EU CLO 1.0 is based on data from
from 2006 and EU CLO 2.0 and U.S. CLO 2.0 are based on data from 2014. % of Notional shows
what percentage of the overall CLO value is rated as AAA, AA or A respectively. OC at Issue is the
overcollateralization level for each tranche at the time of CLO issuance. Source: Barclays, 2015

EU CLO 1.0 EU CLO 2.0 U.S. CLO 2.0

% of OC % of OC % of OC

Rating Notional at Issue Notional at Issue Notional at Issue

AAA 65% 135% 57.50% 143% 61% 139%

AA 9% 126% 11% 132% 11.50% 128%

A 6% 120% 6% 126% 6.50% 121%

CLO 3.0 stands for the U.S. CLOs that have been issued in accordance to the Volcker

Rule. The Volcker Rule has been introduced in the U.S. in 2010, and it prohibits banks

from proprietary trading. This is relevant in the context of the financial crisis as,

prior to this rule, banks were able to sell the securitized products to fund owned by
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themselves. Thus, in reality, they were not getting rid of the risk, but they were still

able to write it off from their balance sheet (Festa and Zandpour, 2014).

4.2.2 Pre-crisis regulatory situation and the Basel Accords

Pre-crisis regulatory situation

Securitization has been identified as a contributing factor for the cause of the crisis in

2007, even though it had been previously regarded as a fairly reliable way of allocating

and distributing risk. As can be expected, regulation also played a role in the behaviour

of the market participants (Altunbas, Kara and zkan, 2014). Therefore, it is important

to understand the relationship between regulation and the financial market before the

financial crises started. In the U.S. there were a few main events that played a vital

role leading up to the crisis.

A prominent trend in the U.S. is what Radun (2009) identifies as financialization

which is an alternative way of creating profit. Financialization uses financial instru-

ments instead of a more conventional method such as trade and product of goods. This

way of profit-making has grown in significance within U.S. over the past decades and is

closely linked to the financial cycle in the economy. As financialization grew, the role of

regulation diminished. The era of de-regulation had faced the U.S. which commenced

with the fall of the Glass-Steagall act in 1999. The Glass-Steagall act was created as a

reaction of the crisis in the 1930s and was set out to eliminate speculations and conflict

of interest. This act hindered commercial banks to invest in securities meanwhile only

allowing investment bank to conduct these activities. In 2001, the Federal Reserve Sys-

tem (FED) started to carry out an extreme expansionary monetary policy in the U.S.

financial market, that empirically had shown to have had excessive liberal attributes

right before the crisis. In combination with these events, the behaviour of the vital

market participants was becoming more incautious and had gone beyond the normal

frames of conduct (Radun, 2009). This can be supported by the study from Keys et

al., (2010).

In Europe, it became more normal that banks strategically set aside retention from
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their structured finance deals by 2007, even though the risk retention rule had not

yet been implemented. This was due to investors’ becoming more doubtful on the

creditworthiness of deals that ultimately lead to a reduced demand on these securities

together with the fact that banks’ used these securities as collateral for business with

the central bank. Furthermore, differences in the accounting principles between Europe

and U.S. and also the implementation of Basel II in Europe that consequently made

it more stricter and more capital heavy for the European banks to conduct structured

finance deals in relation to the U.S. banks (Scopelliti, 2016).

Basel Accords

Bank of International Settlements (BIS) is the oldest international financial organisation

in the globe, established in the 1930s with 60 central banks serving as members. One

of the missions for BIS is to create financial and monetary stability by assisting their

members (Bis.org A, 2017).

In order to serve its main objectives, multiple committees are established and of par-

ticular interest for this thesis is the Basel committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS).

BCBS creates prudential regulation and serves as a forum to banking. The main reg-

ulation from BCBS are the Basel accords. In 1988, the first Basel accord became

established and functioned as a global standard for credit risk frameworks. Subse-

quently, Basel II and later on Basel III got implemented replacing the former Basel

accord (Bis.org B, 2017). Scopelliti (2016) has identified few weaknesses in these ac-

cords. Basel I gave rise to incitement for bankers to conduct regulatory arbitrage. In

comparison to OECD countries, the risk weights for the banks were higher and as a

result this increased the incentive to securitize loans in order to gain capital relief. The

banks were still exposed to credit risk via a tranche retention or a credit guarantee but

yet were able to achieve capital relief. Basel II, which replaced the first Basel accord,

incorporated a risk sensitive approach for the bank’s exposure, replacing the former risk

weights. Basel II demanded stricter requirements for securitization and the possibility

of receiving capital relief. Thus, this consequently changed the incentives for securi-

tization and the ease of conducting regulatory arbitrage as before. In July of 2009,
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BCBS published certain enhancements to the prevalent accord that is referred as Basel

2.5 and addresses the weaknesses detected during the crises. These enhancement were

regarding securitization and re-securitization in which the latter is defined as tranching

an underlying pool that already contains securitization exposures. Basel 2.5 focused

on strengthening the minimum capital requirements, supervisory review process and

market discipline (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2009).

Basel III was established as a response to the difficulties that arose during the crises.

One of struggles banks endured during the crises was the issue with liquidity and con-

sequently Basel III introduced two liquidity standards to address these issues. Further

actions became required, such as improving the capital base, risk coverage, countercycli-

cal buffers and more. For acquiring securitization exposure and trading with derivatives,

higher capital requirement was introduced (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,

2010, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision B, 2010). In 2013, Basel III issued a

full text briefly introducing a requirement of risk retention for securitization processes.

During the same year, Basel III became incorporated in the EU legal framework by

the European Union. The Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) refers to the EU

regulations regarding capital requirements and works as a provision to the current

framework where it has subsequently been applicable since 2014 (Eba.europa.eu, 2017,

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2013)).
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4.2.3 Post - crisis regulatory situation in Europe and the U.S.

The Risk Retention Requirement in Europe

The advancement of the EU Risk Retention Rule (ERRR) commenced in 2009 when

leaders came together in a G20 meeting and discussed the agreed-upon solution. Their

incentives behind this were to establish a mitigation process of the misalignment of

interest between the investor and the sponsor. The Capital Requirements Directives

II (CRD II) had in the same period issued the ERRR which stated that the origi-

nal lender, sponsor or the originator has to explicitly disclose that they are keeping

a minimum of 5 % of the net economic interest to allow the investor institutions to

assume exposure towards the securitization. Shortly after this issuance, the Commit-

tee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) supplied relevant guidelines of CRD II

ruling which subsequently came into effect in January 2011 together with the ERRR

(European Banking Authority, 2014) .

A few years later, the rule became replaced by Article 405-410 in the CRR with

the guidelines for implementation and regulatory standards published by the European

Banking Authority (EBA). Together, they are built upon the CRD II and CEBS guide-

lines and are described as an extension of the past work. The new risk retention rule

came into effect in July 2014 (European Banking Authority, 2014).

Article 405 in CRR and Article 51 of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers

Regulation state that prior investing into a deal, the entity entering the deal needs to

confirm that the CLO that they are purchasing complies with the risk retention rule.

The retention requirement states that the sponsor, originator or original lender needs

to retain 5% of their material net economic interest. The ”original lender” is the lender

or other obligee of the underlying assets, the ”originator” is ”either

(i) an entity that itself or through related entities, directly or indirectly, was involved

in the original agreement which created the obligations or potential obligations of the

debtor or potential debtor giving rise to the exposure being securitised or

(ii) an entity that purchases a third party’s exposures for its own account and then

securitised them” (Beach, 2014).
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”Sponsor” is by definition an institution, that is not the originator but creates and

manages the securitization scheme. Other names widely used instead of sponsor are

”collateral manager” or simply ”manager” (Beach, 2014). In this thesis the name

”manager” will be used.

The retention can not be shared and needs to be kept until the end of the life of

the securitized product. This retained risk can not be hedged away, unless certain

exceptions apply (Hogan Lovells, 2014). The risk retention requirement was introduced

in order to increase the transparency of structured finance. It covers ”disclosure, due

diligence, retention and supervisory reporting requirements” (p.13,Joint Committee

of the European Supervisory Authorities, 2015). There are five allowed methods of

retention and these are not allowed to be combined: vertical slice; pari passu share; on

balance sheet; first loss tranche; and first loss exposure to every securitised exposure in

the securitization. (Hogan Levells, 2014)

Additionally, there are disclosure rules that state that the securitizer needs to disclose

which party is holding the retained securities, in what way has the retention been done,

plausible changes in the retention methods, potential exemptions from the level of

retention at the origination and continuously after it. (Beach, 2014)

EBA made a report in 2016 reviewing the risk retention rule for securitization in

accordance to CCR. The report showed that most institutions in Europe did comply

with the risk retention rule and there had only been small amount of non-compliance

recorded. The repercussion of the non-compliance had resulted in punishment in only

one case in form of additional risk weights. Most of the securitization exposure came

from institutions located in Germany, United Kingdom and France. The report showed

that authorities included in this study had incorporated appropriate measures to im-

plement the framework of risk retention (European Banking Authority, 2016).

Rules on due diligence and disclosure in Europe

The issuing institution is obliged to explicitly state and make available and accessible

the transactional details, updated data on credit quality and proof of risk retention.

Loan level disclosure is required in the EU by the European Central Bank (ECB) in sake
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of improving transparency and risk assessment of asset backed securities (ABS). This

disclosure requirement was announced by the ECB on December 16th 2010. In addition,

the Bank of England has published requirements for collateral eligibility, which, in

addition to loan level data, require ”transaction documents, transaction overviews,

standardised monthly investor reports and cash flow models” (p.11, Hogan Levells,

2014).

EU regulation on bank structure (BSR)

On January 29th 2014, the European Commission published a rule, as a response to the

Volcker Rule in the U.S., that prohibits proprietary trading for the largest and most

complex banks (Bates and Berman, 2015). The European BSR, besides prohibiting

proprietary trading that does not have ”tangible benefits for the bank’s clients or the

wider economy”, allows bank supervisors to separate bank’s trading activities from the

rest, unless the bank can prove that risks arising from such activities are diminished

by other means. In case of such separation, rules on economic, operational, legal and

governance links between the trading entity and banking group are provided. It is

crucial to prevent banks from circumventing these rules by transferring parts of their

activities to the shadow-banking sector. Thus, structural separations are followed by

provisions that increase transparency in the shadow-banking sector.

The accompanying transparency proposal will strive to improve regulators’ and in-

vestors’ comprehension of securities financing transactions (SFTs), which were the root

of leverage, contagion and pro-cyclicality throughout the financial crisis. Better un-

derstanding facilitates improved monitoring of these transactions which is essential for

prevention of the systemic risk that is intrinsic to their use (ec.europa.eu, 2014). The

anti-circumvention rule has no direct alternative in the U.S. (Bates and Berman, 2015).

However, the BSR have met a lot of criticism for being too narrow in their definitions,

prohibiting also those kinds of activities that despite of being allowed in the U.S. are

also in correspondence with a sound banking system. The regulation does not allow an

EU banking group to own any unit, entity or share, unless it can prove that the entity’s

activities do not deal with proprietary trading or investment in alternative investment
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funds (AIFs). Yet, this kind of ownership could be client related.

Thus, by the EU law being too narrowly defined it will prohibit some important own-

account long-term activities of banks towards their subsidiaries, portfolio companies or

for hedging foreign exchange and other risks. This is because the EU law on proprietary

trading prohibits banking group of proprietary trading in sake of making own profits.

This in essence is a purpose of a company to maximize their own profits. Even if it is

to balance out losses from other activities, it will be difficult for the banking group to

justify that they are complying with the law. Thus, activities that are integral parts of

the bank’s business are not exemplified. This may restrict the bank’s ability to service

their clients. As opposed to its U.S. counterpart, the EU version lacks specifically

addressing commonly occurring situations in proprietary trading (Levine, 2014; Bates

and Berman, 2015). Rules as the BSR might introduce the question whether Europe is

not going too far with their regulatory activities.

Credit rating agency rules in the EU

Credit rating agency regulation or CRA Regulation came to effect in the EU on De-

cember 7th 2009, as a quick reaction to the crisis, with most provisions reaching the

compliance date a year later. This rule obliges registration of all European credit rating

agencies (CRAs), ensuring avoiding and managing conflicts of interest, ensuring rating

quality, improving transparency of CRAs and making it possible to endorse ratings by

non-EU CRAs. There have been two updates on this rule referred to as CRA 2 and

CRA 3. CRA 2 deals with responsibility for registration and supervision of CRAs.

CRA 3 strives to reduce over-reliance on credit ratings. CRA 3 requires ratings from

two agencies in case of a structured finance product issuance, where issuers pay for the

ratings. Additionally, it requires a 4-year rotation rule for re-securitizations. Small and

medium sized rating agencies with maximum 10% of market share have to be considered

to provide the ratings. If ratings are provided by an agency with a higher market share

it needs to be documented. Also, firms are incentivized to make their own ratings.

Limits to shareholdings in CRAs are introduced as well as preventions of rating those

entities with largest shareholder interest (Hogan Levells, 2014).
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The disclosure requirements partly duplicate the already previously published loan-

level disclosure requirements from ECB and the Bank of England. They require the

issuer, originator and the sponsor to unitedly make the information on the structure,

performance and credit quality of underlying assets available on a website from Euro-

pean Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA). Additionally, all information needed

to perform comprehensive stress tests on the collateral values and cash flows of the

underlying exposures must be available (Hogan Levells, 2014).

Concluding remarks on regulations in Europe

To summarize the current regulatory environment in Europe with respect to securiti-

zation and the financial crisis, we can say that multiple aspects have been addressed.

One of the first regulations was the CRA regulation that reduces over-reliance on credit

agencies and strives to make ratings more transparent and reflective of the actual risk

of the rated product. However, it is still the issuers who pay for the ratings. This is

one of the aspects that is blamed for the mayhem of the 2007 financial crisis.

The BSR bans proprietary trading and increases transparency in over-the-counter

(OTC) markets. This allows to bring more regulatory oversight to OTC markets and

potentially reduce their inherent market risk and pro-cyclicality. However, critics met

the BRS emphasizing that it might be too restrictive.

Additionally, the ERRR is a rule targeting directly securitization, which has also

been blamed for triggering the financial crisis itself. The ERRR requires the party that

by securitization gets rid of their credit risk to retain some of it. There are several ways

for risk retention to be done. A second party that is entering a CLO transaction needs

to verify that the manager is complying with the risk retention rule, while the manager

needs to disclose all relevant information and updates. The ERRR has been introduced

in three stages, first being defined in 2009, becoming a rule in 2011 getting replaced in

2014. An EBA report has shown that most of the institutions in Europe have complied

with the ERRR.

Finally, as for the Basel accords, there has been a development as a response to the

financial crisis by updating the regulation to Basel 2.5 and Basel III. This update has
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affected the opportunities for regulatory arbitrage in securitization aiming to minimize

them.

Regarding regulations, we acknowledge the difference between EU and Europe. The

rule of risk retention was created by EU bodies and is enforceable in the EU member

countries. Yet, it is possible for national regulatory bodies of European countries that

are no EU member states to resolve towards compliance with certain rules of the EU.

In this thesis will not investigate the individual national laws of the specific European

countries. To simplify this issue, we will assume that the ERRR is influencing the

European market as a whole. We find this reasonable as majority of the European

countries are currently members of the EU.

The Volcker Rule in the U.S.

The rule is Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection

Act and was created by and named after Fed Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker

(Heltman, 2014). The rule was initially scheduled to become effective in July 2010.

However, numerous delays have followed (Roberts, 2015). In the end, the rule came

into effect on April 1st, 2014 with a conformance time period until July 21st, 2015.

(Hogan Lovells, 2014)

The Volcker Rule contains two major prohibitions. ”First, it prohibits insured depos-

itory institutions, bank holding companies, and their subsidiaries or affiliates (banking

entities) from engaging in short-term proprietary trading of any security, derivative,

and certain other financial instruments for a banking entity’s own account, subject to

certain exemptions. Second, it prohibits owning, sponsoring, or having certain rela-

tionships with, a hedge fund or private equity fund, subject to certain exemptions.”

(Federalreserve.gov, 2011)

Yet, it is still not in its full power. There have been continuous delays in the effective

date of governing investment in legacy of covered funds, which has been postponed up

until 2017 (Heltman, 2014). ”Legacy” in this case refers to ”covered funds and foreign

funds that were in place prior to December 31, 2013” (Sidley.com, 2016). Practically,

this means that bankers have until July 21st, 2017 to divest from these types of CLO
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interests. This delay have met with a lot of criticism as market participants had hoped

that the Volcker rule would, upon its release, make the market permanently free of such

CLO interests (Hogan Lovells, 2014).

The Risk retention Requirement in the U.S.

An alternative rule to the one existing in EU has been published in the U.S. under

the Dodd-Frank Act section 941. The parts dealing with risk retention are 12 CFR

Parts 43, 244, 373, 1234; 17 CFR Part 246; 24 CFR Part 267. The proposed rules were

originally issued on March 29th, 2011. However, due to numerous complaints the rules

have been rewritten and loosened up, the new proposal was published on August 28th,

2013. The parties that collaborated on the new proposal were the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System, Department of Housing and Urban Development, FDIC,

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Housing Finance Agency and The

Securities and Exchange commission (SEC) (Hogan Lovells, 2014).

The main characteristics of the proposal are similar to the EU version: 5% risk

retention, the retention can not be hedged or transferred and there are some exceptions

to the rule for deals with low risk, sponsors satisfy the risk retention and are able to

do so by either horizontal or vertical strip or a combination (Hogan Lovells, 2014).

Horizontal strip is retaining 5% worth of the CLO value from the most risky tranches,

i.e. from the bottom up. Vertical strip means spreading these 5% among all the tranches

and a combination of the two is also possible where the retained securities come from

all tranches while the largest fraction comes from the most risky tranche (Dechert.com,

2017).

The amended law ”allows qualifying commercial loans, commercial real estate loans

and automobile loans to be blended in asset pools with non-qualifying loans, with

reduced minimum risk retention requirement set at 2.5%, allows the lead arrangers of

loans purchased by open market CLOs to retain the required risk retention instead

of requiring the CLO managers/sponsors to do so, eliminates the heavily-criticised

premium capture cash reserve account provisions of the original proposal” (p.4, Hogan

Lovells, 2014). Additionally qualified residential mortgages and qualified automobile
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loans are exempt from risk retention. These loans become qualified if they fulfil certain

technical requirements (Hogan Lovells, 2014).

Already this proposal from 2013 has decreased the initially suggested rigidity of

the retention rule. However, the bill, H.R. 4166 approved by the House Financial

Services Committee reduced the stiffness of the U.S. risk retention law even more. This

amendment, commonly also referred to as the Foster Amendment, was published on

the 2nd of March, 2016 and it lessens the retention requirements under the Dodd Frank

Act in regards to how much securities the managers have to hold to comply with the

requirement. Specifically, under the Foster Amendment the manager will be obliged to

retain risk in form of holding securities worth of 5% of the CLO equity in a combination

of CLO debt and equity, where the equity part stands for at least 3.5%. This translates

in the sense that the Foster Amendment decreases the overall risk that the manager

will retain in those 5% (Lynch and McGarry, 2016).

Rules on due diligence and disclosure

The original due diligence and disclosure rule (Dodd-Frank Section 945 Rule 193 Secu-

rities Act) in the U.S. was quite weak compared to the European version. It required

information on pool-level, meaning disclosure of a proper review of underlying assets

in the pool, if assets are non-conforming it must be explained why and how it is pos-

sible that they are in the pool (Hogan Lovells, 2014). On August 27th, 2014 the SEC

adopted a new revision to rules under the Dodd-Frank Act, Regulation AB II Section

942(b) that govern the disclosure, offering and reporting processes of ABS in order to

improve transparency and protect investors. This rule requires loan-level disclosure for

specific types of assets such as commercial and residential mortgages and automobile

loans. Thanks to this law investors can pursue due diligence themselves and better

asses the risks (Sec.gov, 2014). This rule is a large improvement regarding loan level

disclosure compared to previous poor levels (Hogan Lovells, 2014).

Thanks to loan-level disclosure the necessary reliance on credit ratings can be low-

ered. However, the final rule has cut down on multiple aspects stated in the original

proposal from 2010. (Faulkner et al., 2014)
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Yet, the U.S. rules on due diligence and siclosure are only influencing a fraction

of the assets that are the underlying of securitized products, which limits its general

usefulness.

Credit Rating Rules in the U.S.

On August 27th, 2014 SEC adopted a new reform on credit rating agencies. The rule

is aiming to improve transparency and accountability of credit rating agencies and it

contains a number of rulemaking requirements. These requirements include internal

controls, disclosure of statistics regarding credit rating performance, conflict of interest

rules, procedures to protect credit ratings’ integrity and transparency, disclosure in

order to promote transparency of the ratings, training standards, experience standards

and competence standards for credit analysts (Sec.gov, 2014).

Concluding remarks on regulations in the U.S.

The Volcker Rule was the first after-crisis reaction towards proprietary trading and

relationships of banks towards various equity funds. The Volcker Rule was a very

relevant regulatory step as prior to it, it was possible to sell off securitized products to

entities owned by the institution itself. This would make a bank able to write off the

risk from their balance sheet, but in reality they would still be bearing it through the

ownership of this entity. The Volcker Rule was the first regulation to get implemented

in the U.S., even though it is only reaching its complete power in 2017.

The U.S. has also published a rule regulating the credit rating agencies in order

to increase the transparency and accountability of the ratings and decrease potential

conflicts of interest. The rule came about in 2014.

Finally, the U.S. has also proposed a risk retention rule. However, it has only come

to power in December 2016. Since its initial introduction in 2011, the law has undergone

multiple alterations that made it less strict. The alteration that mostly captured our

attention is the Foster Amendment from 2016 that visibly decreases the actual amount

of risk that needs to be retained.

As for due diligence and disclosure, U.S. has proposed certain regulations, but is
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notably lagging behind Europe. The loan level disclosure is at a low level, despite the

fact that not knowing what the underlying loans of the securitized products were, has

already proven to be quite dangerous during the financial crisis.

Figure 5: Timeline of relevant regulations in the U.S. and the EU. This figure illustrates the
introduction and implementation of the various regulations mentioned in this thesis for both the U.S.
and EU.
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5 Problem Statement

Looking at the current regulatory framework in the EU and the U.S., it can be argued

that there have been multiple efforts responding to the financial crisis, that strive to

make the financial markets safer. Even though the EU and the U.S. are addressing the

same issues with their regulatory efforts, there are differences between the strictness

of the specifications of the regulations in the two financial markets. The main issues

concerning securitization, that were addressed by regulators in both markets are the

risk retention rules, prohibition of proprietary trading, and credit rating agency rules.

U.S. with its Volcker Rule was the first one to ban proprietary trading in 2010, followed

by EU publishing its BSR in 2014. EU in turn was the first one to introduce the risk

retention rule in 2011. U.S. followed with a risk retention rule that was implemented

in December 2016. Based on its specifications, the U.S. rule seems much looser than

its European counterpart. Besides allowing for reduction in the risk retention amount

for certain products through the Foster Amendment, the U.S. risk retention rule is also

having quite a soft approach to disclosure and due diligence. It seems that especially

with the risk retention rule and the BSR rule EU has been more prudent and stricter

in its specifications. For this reason it also got criticized in regards to the BSR rule in

terms of potentially blockading financial development. The ERRR on the other hand,

has not met such criticism.

It has been argued among researchers that risk retention that would force the loan

originator or manager to have some skin in the game, would align the incentives of

issuers and buyers and prevent huge overestimates of the products quality (Benmelech,

Dlugosz, Ivashina, 2010; Keys et al., 2009). The research of Keys et al. (2010) argues

that securitization induces lax screening of borrowers. The risk retention rule spins

off from the research of Keys et al. (2010) that securitization led to an insufficient

assessment of the risk of the borrower (Bubb and Kaufman, 2014). Still, there are also

opinions that regulating securitization is not going to solve the issue. Some researchers

believe that not securitization is to blame for the financial crisis, rather it is the market.

(Coval, Jurek and Stafford, 2009; Bubb and Kaufman, 2014)
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In this thesis, we will examine a specific rule in order to gain insights into its func-

tionality in creating a better and safer environment for securitized products, specifically,

the CLOs. We have picked the ERRR as the one that will be statistically tested in this

thesis. This choice was made because the ERRR has been in force for long enough time

period for us to be able to collect sufficient amount of data. Additionally, the rule has

been complied with in both markets, EU and the U.S., while some deals comply with

it and some do not. Thus, two groups are available and will allow us to see changes in

the riskiness or performance of the CLOs that have complied with the ERRR compared

to those that have not. A final reason for this choice is that risk retention has been

suggested by multiple academic publishings as a solution towards safer securitization.

In this thesis, ERRR and ”the risk retention rule” will be used interchangeably, both

referring to the same rule.

In order to empirically examine the effects of the ERRR on the CLO markets we

define the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: The ERRR lowers the default rates of CLOs.

Hypothesis 2: The ERRR improves performance of CLOs.

Based on the hypotheses, in this thesis we will test two main models each of them

employing a different dependent variable. The first model will examine whether the

risk retention rule has had an effect on default rates of the CLOs, while the second

model will explore the potential effects of the risk retention rule on the performance of

the CLOs.

The aim of the first model is to find out whether the risk retention rule is mak-

ing managers or originators more careful about their selection of leveraged loans and

whether they are incentivized by the risk retention rule to use better quality loans for

the securitized products. Securitizing ”lemons” as Senarath (2014) refers to loans that

should never have been securitized, was one of the main problems causing the finan-

cial crisis. Even though CLOs were not the products in the center of events during

the financial crisis, the logic can be applied to the case of CLOs as well. Securitizing
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bad loans, that are prone to default, is risky because once those start defaulting the

securitized products are not able to generate enough income to cover their obligations

towards the investors and will also turn into default. Thus we believe that the default

rates of the CLOs are a good measure that will show us whether having some skin in

the game is creating the desired effect on the originators or managers, aligning their

interests with those of the investors, by sustaining lower CLO default rates.

The latter model will examine whether there are strong enough incentives, stemming

from the risk retention rule, that would make the managers or originators maintain

better CLO performance during the life of the products. Performance of the CLOs

could be affected by picking better quality underlying loans at the creation stage, as

well as by the choices made in the reinvestment periods during the life of the CLO.

If the risk retention rule is indeed working towards a better alignment of the interests

between the managers or originators and the investors, the securitized products should

also exhibit consistently better performance. Thus, this analysis should strengthen our

claims about the effects of the risk retention rule on potential changes in the behaviour

of managers or originators.

The performance will be measured by the interest coverage (IC) test, which is a

ratio of the receivable interest over the interest payable (Fabozzi and Kothari, 2008).

The IC tests are generally conducted per tranche of each deal. In this analysis we use

the test scores for the most senior tranche of each CLO deal that reports their interest

coverage. This decision will assure the largest sample size possible given our data set.

Additionally, we believe that the test results for the most senior tranches are the most

indicative ones of the CLO performance since they are the tranches that would have

the most promising coverage based on the hierarchical ruling of the structure of the

CLO.
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6 Data and Methodology

6.1 Sources of Data

The information of the past and current CLO deals was extracted from the database

named CLO-i. CLO-i is provided by Creditflux which is an information source of

credit trading and investment market (Creditflux.com, 2017) . The database provides

data regarding both European and U.S. CLO deals where all the current deals are listed

together with the majority of the called deals (CLO-i.com, 2016). This thesis used data

that was extracted from the mentioned database which contained detailed information

regarding the CLO deals for each tranche level. Specifically, the data that was obtained

from CLO-i, for both the European and the U.S. market, and is used in this research

was; the deal names, the currency of the deals, the default rates, the original balances

and current balances per tranche of each deal, the overcollateralization test results, the

interest coverage test results, the base rates, the coupon rates and the triple C buckets.

This set of data will be referred to, in this section, as the main data sample.

After obtaining the main data sample, a list of deals that have complied with the

ERRR was extracted also from the CLO-i database and cross-referenced into the main

data sample.

S&P LSTA Leveraged Loan Index (LLI) and S&P European Leveraged Loan Index

(ELLI) were used to obtain the information on monthly market default rates of the

leveraged loans.

For the American deals, the LLI has been used. This index includes the weighted

market value of institutional leveraged loans in U.S. currency mounted up to 1100 loans

(Standards & Poor’s, 2008). Incorporated in this index is also loans issued overseas in

the U.S. currency. Similarly as LLI, ELLI has been used for the European deals. ELLI

follows the leveraged loan market in multiple currencies in Europe (Hatfield, 2012).

The data from these indices was cross-referenced to the main data sample.

Bloomberg has been used to obtain historic exchange rates, as well as Euribor and

Libor rates for various periods. In the raw data, the current balance and the triple
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C bucket were stated in monetary value for each deal in their corresponding currency.

In order to be able to cross-compare all of the deals in the sample on these variables,

the currency had to be unified. Based on the historic exchange rates of EUR/USD

and GBP/EUR all the values were transferred into the Euro currency. Additionally,

each deal has stated their base rate as Euribor or Libor for a different time period, for

instance Euribor 3 months, or Libor 6 months. In order to be able to use this variable

in the analysis, the corresponding numerical values had to be assigned to the base rate.

This was done using the monthly data of the specific Euribor or Libor rates obtained

from Bloomberg. Libor is the interbank interest rate London banks offer each other.

Likewise, Euribor represent the European Central Banks interbank interest rate for

euros (Choudhry et al., 2010).

6.2 Motivating evidence

To support the rationale behind our hypotheses, we have constructed a couple of figures,

where we can observe potential impacts of the risk retention rule on the CLO default

rates and the IC test results.

In Figure 6 we observe that the monthly average default rates for deals that comply

with the ERRR experienced a volatile adjustment period from the implementation

date of the ERRR of January 2011 until 2015. This pattern can be explained by the

fact that, in this time period, the amount of deals in the employed sample that were

complying with the ERRR was minimal. As the number of observations increased in

2015, it is possible to observe a stabilization of the default rates of deals complying with

the ERRR in the graph. After 2015, the Figure 6 shows that the CLO deals that are

complying with the ERRR exhibit the lowest default rates as compared to the market

default rates as well as the default rates of the CLO deals that have not implemented

the ERRR. Surprisingly the CLOs that have not implemented the ERRR exhibit even

higher default rates than the market default rates. This is also due to the fact that

the default rates of CLOs without risk retention exhibit very high levels of standard

deviation and the data used in the graph is based on monthly averages.
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Figure 6: CLO and market defaults. This graph depicts a timeline of the monthly average CLO
default rates for the CLOs that have complied with the ERRR and for those CLOs that have not
complied with the ERRR. It also shows the trajectory of the market default rates in the leveraged loan
markets, based on the ELLI and LLI indeces.

Figure 7 shows the trajectories of the interest coverage test results for the most

senior tranche for the CLO deals that comply with the risk retention rule and for those

that do not comply. Again we can observe a lot of fluctuations for the trajectory of

the IC test results for the CLOs that do comply with the ERRR. This is due to the

same fact as it was the case with the CLO default rates, and that is, a small amount of

observations. However, despite the fluctuations we can still see that the trend for the

CLOs that comply with the risk retention is to fluctuate within a certain range, while

the trend for the CLOs that are not compliant with the ERRR is much more stable, but

downward sloping from the first quarter of 2014 onwards. From 2015 onwards we can

see that the IC test results of the CLOs compliant with ERRR are almost consistently

above or equal to those of the CLOs non-compliant with the ERRR.
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Figure 7: Interest coverage test results for CLOs. This graph shows the trend of the monthly
averaged IC coverage test results for the most senior tranches of CLO deals in both Europe and the
U.S. One of the curves shows the movements of the IC test results for the CLOs that do not comply
with ERRR and the second curve shows those movements for CLOs that comply with the ERRR.

Currently, we can notice that the trends showcased by the empirical data for the CLO

default rates are in alignment with our expectations and we can observe a decrease in

average monthly default rates for both Europe and the U.S. for the CLOs that comply

with the risk retention rule, as opposed to those that do not comply. Similarly, we can

see an increase in the trend for the IC coverage test results for the CLOs that comply

with the risk retention rule. Consequently, we find it reasonable to examine the effects

of the ERRR on CLO default rates and interest coverage through conducting regression

analyses.

6.3 Defining variables

The risk retention dummy

In both models we are testing the effects of the risk retention rule on the respective

dependent variables, CLO default rates and IC test results. In order to do that we
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will create a dummy variable that will be referred to as the risk retention dummy. The

risk retention dummy has the value of one for all the deals that comply with the risk

retention rule according to the CLO-i database.

Market default

The variable market default will stand for the default rate of the leveraged loans which

are the underlying collateral behind the CLOs. The default rates for the leveraged loans

are given by the indices ELLI and LLI that each describe leveraged loans in one of the

two financial markets examined in this thesis, Europe and the U.S. respectively. The

market default rates are given in percentage of the principal amount.

We will employ market default as an explanatory variable towards CLO default

rates. The explanatory power lies in the fact that the movements in the default rates

of the underlying leveraged loans should directly influence the default rates of their

securitized products, CLOs. By employing market defaults as an explanatory variable,

market movements due to potential economic changes in the leveraged loan market are

accounted for in the regression analysis.

We will also employ market defaults in the regression analysis testing the CLO

performance. The market defaults of the leveraged loans are expected to have a direct

effect on the levels of IC, as the IC will presumably be lower if there are more defaults

in the leveraged loan market as the interest receivables coming from these loans form

the numerator of the IC ratio.

Sensitivity to market risk

To further test the effects of the risk retention rule on the default rates of the CLOs, a

product of the market default and the risk retention dummy, will explore the relation-

ship between market risk of the leverage loans and the default rates of the CLOs that,

under the assumptions of this thesis, comply with the ERRR. This variable stands for

so called market risk of the CLO deals that comply with the ERRR. The results should
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show us how sensitive the CLOs that comply with the risk retention rule are to the

market changes.

Market risk premium

The variable of market risk premium is based on the coupon rates or more specifically,

the risk premium above the base rate that investors require for each CLO deal. The risk

premium is reflecting the extra credit risk that the investor is receiving, when buying

the CLO (Culp and Forrester, 2015). In the data obtained from CLO-i, the market

risk premium is stated as the spread over the base rate. The base rate can be Euribor

or Libor for different time lengths, for example, the most common rates are Libor 3

months or Euribor 3 months. Both of these rates represent a market reference index.

The reported coupon rates are connected to the day of issuance of each deal. The

coupon rates do not change with every reporting date as it is the case with the rest of

the variables in this research. Reporting date being the time variable of the used data

set, certain calculations had to be done in order to be able to use this variable. In order

to address this issue, we created a variable called market risk premium.

The market risk premium takes the average of all of the risk premiums of the most

senior tranche of all the deals that were issued on a certain date. Subsequently, these

averages are cross referenced to the reporting dates, which are the time variable of our

data set. Intuitively speaking, each reporting date will now have the average risk pre-

mium that was required by investors on that date. In this way it is possible to compare

the dependent variable in the given reported time period to the market perception of

the risk premium in the same time period. This approach has been inspired by Culp

and Forrester (2015).

The variable of market risk premium will be included in both regression analyses as

to see whether the premium that investors require has an effect on the managers and

their ability to sustain a certain level of default as well as generate IC.

In certain periods, data for the market risk premium is not available due to the fact

that there was no issuance of CLOs in those times. The Figure 8 exhibits the trajectory
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of the market risk premium. Since the market risk premium is based on coupon rates

that are reported at the issuance dates of CLO deals, this figure also shows us that

between 2009 - 2011 the issuance has stopped and a revival of the issuances can be seen

in 2012. Thus, there are gaps in the data available for market risk premium, which

poses a limitation to the explanatory power of the variable.

Figure 8: Market risk premium. This graph illustrates the level of the market risk premium on
different dates between 2008-2016. It is constructed as a monthly average coupon from all the deals
issued on a given time period. It is clear from the graph that there was no issuance of CLOs for a
couple of years.

Asset and Income coverage test

OC and IC are both coverage tests. It is important for the manager to make sure that

the CLO is able to reach the minimum requirements for each of these tests since it

determines the total amount of leverage the CLO structure is allowed to maintain.

The OC test can be regarded as an assessment on the asset coverage of different

tranches. It is calculated as the CLO asset value over the asset value of the tranche,

including the value of more senior classes. For example, if the assets in a CLO structure

are worth 50 dollars, and the rated A tranche is worth 35, then the OC for this specific
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tranche would be 50/35= 142%. If the rated B tranche is worth 10, then the OC for

that tranche would be calculated as: 50/(35+10) and therefore receiving an OC of

111%.

The method is similar for the IC test, which instead of the assets focuses on interests

from the income. It is calculated on the interest receivables of the CLO over the interest

payables of the tranche. It is calculated in a similar fashion as for OC (Fabozzi and

Kothari, 2008).

The OC and IC test results have been employed as independent variables explanatory

towards default rates. This explanatory power can be understood in the sense that

higher test results indicate better performance of a particular deal and thus potentially

lower probability of default.

The OC test results have been employed as an explanatory variable towards perfor-

mance. The reasoning behind this is that if the OC test result is higher, it means that

there is more of a cushion to absorb potential losses, before they would reach the senior

tranche. If it takes ”longer” for the losses to reach the tranche in question, the IC test

results of this tranche should also be more favourable.

For these analyses, the test results of the most senior tranches have been selected.

This is due to the fact that all the deals have senior tranches. However, not all the

deals also have the same mezzanine tranches. There is a lot of variability when it

comes to the amount of mezzanine tranches per deal, as well as there are holes in data

availability for the test results for the mezzanine tranches. In the sake of the largest

possible sample size, the test results of the OC and IC tests for the senior tranches

have been used. Additionally, the most senior tests provide the optimal signal of the

performance development and are comparable across deals, since they are the tranches

that would have the most promising coverage based on the hierarchical ruling of the

structure of the CLO.
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Deal value

The variable of deal value stands for the balance of each deal on a given reporting date.

In the raw data obtained from the CLO-i database, the deal value was reported per

tranche of each CLO deal. These separate tranche balances have been added per each

CLO deal, creating the explanatory variable deal value. All the balances were trans-

ferred to the EUR currency through corresponding historical exchange rates collected

from the Bloomberg terminal.

The reason why the deal balance is of interest, for testing the default rate, is due

to diversification. The intuition is that the larger the deal the greater the effect of

diversification, which could ultimately lead to lower default rate of the deal.

Number of tranches

As the original data set as obtained from CLO-i contained information per tranche of

each deal, it was possible to count these tranches of each deal and create a new variable

referred to as the number of tranches.

The intuition for including the number of tranches to test the CLO default rates is

that if a deal has more mezzanine or junior tranches it is more likely that it contains a

higher amount of lower quality leveraged loans as opposed to a deal that has only senior

tranches and one junior or equity tranche. As a result, increasing the number of tranches

in a deal would increase the possibility of a reduced magnitude for a senior rated tranche.

Following this logic, a high number of tranches can serve as an explanatory factor for

the CLO deals’ default rates.

The number of tranches is also employed as an explanatory variable for analysing

the performance of the deal in the IC test. It is included to investigate if amount of

tranches would have an affect on the interest income over the interest payable ratio for

the deal. It would be of interest to find a relation between how the deal is split up and

rated with the overall performance.
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Size of the triple C buckets

The triple C bucket shows the amount of assets that are rated at triple C or below.

In the particular case of this analysis, the triple C bucket gives the value of the deal

that is rated triple C or below. All the values were transferred to EUR using historical

exchange rates. In order for the triple C buckets to have indicative power of how much

of each deal is rated triple C or below, the variable has been transformed into percentage

form, putting the triple C bucket over the corresponding deal value.

As a rule, there is a cap on the value that this bucket can sustain. If the the triple

C bucket value amounts to a value above the limit, this will have a direct effect on

the market value of the asset. Additionally, the OC will be affected by the excess

amount in the triple C bucket as well as the chances of an event of default will be

amplified (Euromoney, 2008). For this reason the triple C bucket will be included as

an explanatory variable towards default rates.

The triple C bucket has an impact on the CLOs performance and is therefore con-

sidered in the performance analysis. If the triple C bucket exceeds a certain limit of

exposure, the CLO will deal with the repercussions in relation to the income. The

interest income will become diverted to restore the quality and to lower the exposure in

the triple C bucket (Structuredcreditinvestor, 2009). How the triple C bucket impacts

the deal differs between the tranches. It is known that the triple C bucket impacts

the cash flows in the deal but depending on which tranche, the impact can vary. For

example, the senior tranches seem to experience more positive attributes from a higher

triple C bucket but generally the equity will get relatively negative impacts instead

(Lucas, Antczak and Fabozzi, 2013).

CLO default rates

The CLO default rates will be included in the regression analysis examining the de-

pendent variable of the IC coverage test. The explanatory power of CLO default rates

towards the IC coverage test results can be explained by saying that the interest in-

come of CLOs comes from leveraged loans. The defaults of leveraged loans influence
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CLO default rates. Thus, CLO default rates in turn will also have an effect on interest

coverage.

Year fixed effects

Dummy variables controlling for year fixed effects can be generated in order to control

for any potential events or changes in the economy that could affect the CLO default

rates or the IC test results as our dependent variables (Schmidheiny, 2016). We consider

the year fixed effects necessary as this thesis deals with a time period around the end of

the big financial crisis of 2007. The aftermath of the financial crisis could be reflected

in the behaviour of the dependent variables.

Our reasoning for including year fixed effects is also motivated by empirical evidence.

In the Figure 9 it can be observed that default rates quite closely follow the situation

of the economy. We used the interbank interest rates Euribor and Libor as a proxy for

the economic situation with its peaks and recessions. The reasoning behind this is that

when the economy is doing bad the interest rates would fall as a result of efforts to

boost the economy, likewise, if the economy is doing well, the demand for money will

increase and so will the interest rates. This trend can be observed in Figure 9 as the

interbank rates fall in 2008 as a result of the big financial crisis that started in 2007. At

the same time the default rates of CLOs increase rapidly in 2008. Additionally, in the

middle of 2011 when the Euribor interest rates go down after a small peak, the CLO

default rates are also rising after a down. The movements of the default rates and the

interest rates seem to almost mirror each other which indicates that the CLO defaults

behave in accordance with the economic cycle and they react to peaks and recessions in

the economy. As for IC, it can be observed that its trajectory is lacking such reaction

to the economic situation as we could observe with CLO default rates. The IC has been

increasing ever since 2008 and fluctuating in 2013 and later years. Theoretically, IC

should be increasing with the economy doing better. This is sensible as an economic

recession might hinder the ability of a CLO manager to generate interest income which

is the numerator of the IC ratio. Yet, the trends in Figure 9 are are not fully indicative

of real relationships between variables, it only serves as for an approximation.
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Figure 9: Trends in CLO defaults and ICs in relation to the economic cycle. The graph
exhibits the trends in market interest rates, specifically Euribor and Libor for 3 months. We consider
these movements as a proxy to how the economy is doing. Further, the graph displays the CLO default
rates and their interest coverage test results (IC). The IC is the only variable that belongs the the
y-axis on the right-hand side of the graph, the rest of the variables belong to the y-axis on the left-hand
side. The graph is based on monthly averages of CLO defaults and ICs. The graph shows how the
default rates and the ICs of CLOs react to the current economic situation.

To statistically confirm the necessity of the year fixed effects a Wald test (F-test)

has been executed in both cases, with the results that confirm that the joint effects of

the year dummy variables on the dependent variables are not equal to zero in either

case, with a p-value of 0.00. Consequently, we will control for the fixed year effects in

both of the regression analyses.

Based on Figure 9, we believe that year fixed effects will have a strong explana-

tory power in the regression analysing the default rates and lower but still relevant

explanatory power in the regression analysing the IC.

Seasonal effects

In policy testing, there is potential for the effects of seasonality to be present in the

data. Seasonal effects are recurring effects in a specific period of each year that can

potentially bias the results of a linear regression. (Wagner et al., 2002) Thus, dummy
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variables for each month have been created and tested using a Wald test (F-test). Once

again, the results of the test showed the necessity of including 12 dummy variables, one

for each month, to control for seasonality in the examined data set for both regression

analyses.

Specific financial markets

The ERRR spread through both European and the U.S. markets due to their inter-

connectedness and mutual trades. The U.S. deals that want to trade in Europe need

to comply with the same risk retention requirements as the European deals. Thus the

data set of this thesis includes both European and the U.S. deals. However, we suspect

that the two financial markets create different environments. For this reason we create

a couple of graphs that will present the empirical data and provide us with a better idea

about potential differences between Europe and the U.S. as financial markets. Figure

10 represents the default rates of leveraged loans in Europe and the U.S.. The first

being represented by the ELLI index and the latter by the LLI index. We can clearly

see that Europe is more default prone in comparison to the U.S.. This trend seems to

hold through majority of the time span.

Figure 10: Default rates of leveraged loans in the U.S. and Europe. The graph depicts the
trajectories of monthly default rates of leveraged loans indeces in Europe and the U.S. The data comes
from the ELLI index in Europe, and the LLI index in the U.S..
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Looking at Figure 11 it is interesting to see that Europe has lower ICs up until 2014

when it surpasses the U.S. by constantly increasing trend in ICs. Simultaneously, the

U.S. trend starts to decrease slightly. This effort of Europe to increase their ICs might

stem from the fact that Europe has generally considered to be a more default prone

environment. Thus, there might have been a higher need to put more pressure on the

CLO managers to increase the ICs. In 2015, the default rates of leveraged loans in

Europe started approaching those in the U.S. very closely. This fact could have acted

as a supporting element in increasing the European interest coverage, as with lower

default rates in the leveraged loans market, the interest income of CLOs would improve

and that in turn would improve the ICs. In the Figure 11 we can observe a difference

between the values of IC in Europe and the U.S.. For this reason we find it sensible

to control for the different financial market also in our second regression analysis, that

will be conducted on market performance of CLOs as measured by IC.

Figure 11: Interest coverage of CLOs in the U.S. and Europe. This graph compares the
trajectories of the interest coverage test results (IC) in Europe and the U.S.. The values are based on
monthly averages of ICs in each of the two financial markets.

From this evidence we conclude that there is a different level of default rates of CLO

deals in Europe and in the U.S. (Figure 10), as well as there are diverging trends in

the movements of the ICs over time in the two markets (Figure 11). Incentivized by
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this empirical evidence, we conclude that there is a difference between Europe and the

U.S. as financial markets and that the U.S. and Europe both create different economic

environments, that have varying predispositions for the performance and default rates

of the CLO deals. In this thesis we are combining these two markets in order to conduct

regression analyses. Thus, this difference will stand as a limitation. We will address

this limitation by controlling for the two different markets using a dummy variable. We

create the dummy variable based on the currency that each deal was issued in. Deals

issued in EUR and GBP are both considered as European. The value of one is assigned

to U.S. deals and the value of zero to European deals. Ultimately, using this dummy

variable in both of our regression analyses, we will control for the potential differences

in default rates and IC that stem from the specific markets of origin of each deal.

Lagged values of the dependent variable

An important explanatory factor behind the development of the dependent variable is

its own past values. Therefore, we will include a lag of one in each model. If the data

tested in the model is serially correlated, the lag variable will control for this type of

correlation.

6.4 Description and limitations of the data

The main data sample consists of both European and U.S. deals. This is due to the fact

that the ERRR influences U.S. deals as much as European, as long as the U.S. deals are

trading in Europe. As the U.S. market for CLOs has much larger volume in comparison

to the European one, there is actually in many time periods, a higher number of deals

complying with the ERRR in the U.S. in comparison to Europe. Describing the sample

that is available for this research, there is 14,012 observations for European deals as

opposed to 33,304 observations for the U.S. deals. The entire sample encompasses

47,316 observations. As for deals that comply with the ERRR, we have 434 observations

for the U.S. and 635 observations for Europe. In regard to the U.S. deals, there is an

imperfection in the CLO-i database due to which the number of deals that are reported
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for the U.S. up until November 2008 is much lower than that for Europe. This is due

to a difference in the reporting systems the database had used at that time for Europe

and the U.S.. As for our data set, this limitation only influences three time periods,

specifically September 2008, October 2008 and November 2008. We cannot resolve

this limitation given our resources. Thus, we will continue the research despite this

imperfection and we do not believe that it would crucially influence our results.

The time span of our data sample ranges from September 2008 until December 2016.

The bottom border of the time horizon is due to the fact that the data for the market

default rates before September 2008 is not available in the S&P European Leveraged

Loan Index. As a result, this study will not incorporate any data before September,

2008.

In the time span of September 2008 to December 2016, the specific observations in

the main data sample come from varying reporting dates. According to CLO-i, there are

no regulations or consensus about the reporting frequency per year, neither about the

specific reporting dates of each month when every deal should publish their information.

Mostly, each deal reports at the beginning of a month, but not necessarily at the exact

same day. Thus, the reporting dates and frequencies will vary per each specific deal.

However, no deal reports more than once per month. In order to address this limitation,

a month has been defined as a time period in the data set. In this way it was possible to

gather a number of observations in each time period, despite the fact that they do not

all report on the exact same day. Our main data sample contains data from numerous

individuals, CLO deals, over different time periods, and the same individuals do not

report their results in every time period. Additional specification of the main sample

data is that there is an altering number of deals per each time period. This is due to

the different issuing and maturity dates for each deal that causes some deals to become

recurrent through various months or years, some deals to disappear and new deals to

appear across the time periods in the sample. As a result of inconsistency in the specific

individuals observed in each time period, as well es unequal time-lengths of the time-

series of each individual, the panel data will typically be regarded as unbalanced or

incomplete (Biorn, 2016). Consequently, the main data sample of this thesis has been
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defined as unbalanced panel data.

Further, in the main data sample, there are gaps in the information that is available

for each individual deal in each time period. Specifically, default rates, OC test results,

IC test results, coupon rates and the triple C buckets are not reported by every deal in

every time period. This means there is a decrease in the number of observations that are

usable for this research. In order to proceed with the research, all of the observations,

that did not have available information about their default rates in the specific time

period, were excluded from the sample. As for the missing observations for the rest of

the variables, defining the data set as unbalanced panel data will take care of this issue.

Another limitation of this thesis is that certain assumptions had to be made due

to incompleteness of the data available via the CLO-i database. In this database,

information regarding the exact implementation date of the ERRR for each specific

deal is currently not available. It is only possible to obtain a list of deals that have, at

some point, implemented the ERRR. Consequently, an assumption had to be made to

move further along in the research. It is known that the official compliance date for the

ERRR was in January of 2011. Therefore, the assumption is that all of the deals, that

are listed as complying with the ERRR, and were issued before January of 2011, have

all implemented the rule on the official compliance date and carried it onwards. The

deals that are listed as compliant with the ERRR, but have been issued after January of

2011, are assumed to have complied with the rule on the date of their issuance. These

assumption pose a limitation for this thesis that cannot be resolved with the current

data availability. However, we believe that the assumptions are reasonable and had

to be made in order to be able to observe a potential effect of the introduction of the

ERRR.

To describe the data for the risk retention rule that is available for our analysis, we

can be certain that until January 2011, there will be no deals complying with the rule.

Given our assumption, after January of 2011 there are two groups of deals, those that

have adopted the ERRR and those that have not. From January 2011 until March

2015, a gradual implementation of the rule can be observed in Europe, with a very few

deals adopting the rule every month. In the second quarter of 2013, U.S. deals start
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adopting the rule, while also the European numbers increase. This delayed reaction of

the U.S. deals is due to the fact that the initial ERRR did not require deals outside EU

to comply for the rule. It was not before 2014 and the introduction of the CRR, that

originators and managers also outside EU had to comply with the risk retention rules

in order to be able to trade in the EU. From the beginning of 2015, the CLO deals with

risk retention become fairly frequent in both markets.

Another relevant point regarding the data involves talking about wild data points.

In this research extreme value points were removed. An extreme observation is non

recurrent and is eliminated from the variables since it does not match the patterns of

the reporting dates of the specific deal. One miss-reported value of OC and IC has

been removed. This value was bigger than 999999.9999 without similar numbers in the

rest of reporting dates of the given deal or of other deals for that matter. Repeated

default rate values of 99.99%, for a number of specific deals, in immediately subsequent

reporting dates have been found, with up to 10 repetitions. Overall 70 observation with

this feature were deleted.
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Table 2: Quarterly distribution of deals complying with the ERRR across the financial
markets and the annual amount of all observations in the sample. The table on the left
exhibits the number of deals complying with the ERRR on a quarterly basis from 2011-2016 for both
U.S. and and the European market. This table illustrates the differences in compliances between the
two markets as well as the gradual adoption of the rule in both markets. The table to the right shows
how many observations are available for analysis in each of the two markets for each observed year.
This table accounts for the entire sample, meaning that it includes both, the deals that comply with
the ERRR as well as those that do not.

Number of deals Sample size

that are ERRR compliant Sept. 2008 - Dec. 2016

U.S. Europe U.S. Europe All

2011 Q1 0 14 2008* 426** 493 919

Q2 0 15 2009 2610 1614 4224

Q3 0 15 2010 3223 1776 4999

Q4 0 15 2011 3770 1755 5525

2012 Q1 0 15 2012 2991 1657 4648

Q2 0 15 2013 3174 1593 4767

Q3 0 13 2014 4109 1532 5641

Q4 0 15 2015 6223 1817 8040

2013 Q1 0 16 2016 6778 1775 8553

Q2 1 16 Sum 33304 14012 47316

Q3 2 17 * 2008 only includes the months

Q4 2 23 from September to December

2014 Q1 2 22 ** the number of U.S. deals in this period

Q2 2 25 is influenced by a change of system

Q3 9 5 in the i-CLO database, influencing the months

Q4 18 16 of Sept. 2008 - Nov. 2008

2015 Q1 28 24

Q2 32 38

Q3 49 43

Q4 48 47

2016 Q1 42 46

Q2 61 57

Q3 66 59

Q4 72 64

Sum 434 635
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Winsorizing

In the variables default rate, OC and IC outliers have been observed. The winsorizing

technique has been used to control for the outliers. As opposed to trimming, when

the outliers get simply deleted from the sample, winsorizing changes the predefined top

and bottom percentage of most extreme values and replaces them with the next most

extreme values, which can be found right below the defined winsorizing threshold. This

technique is advantageous because it does not reduce the number of observations per

variable, leaving the estimators more robust. (Cox, 1998) In this thesis, winsorizing

of 99% has been used, adjusting the most extreme top and bottom one percent of

observations.

Table 3: Winsorizing 99%. This table shows the values of CLO default rates, OC and IC before and
after winsorizing. Winsorizing was done at the level of 99% and it was executed after data cleaning.
The winsorized values of CLO default rates, OCs and ICs are used in all of the analyses conducted in
this thesis.

count mean std dev min median max

Default rate 47316 3.00 7.94 0.00 0.99 100.00

Winsorized 47316 2.71 5.41 0.00 0.99 38.77

OC 35768 153.89 233.74 0.00 132.24 12533.29

Winsorized 35770 142.71 62.18 0.00 132.24 560.27

IC 32526 741.35 2086.29 -371.28 462.30 129337.20

Winsorized 32527 649.62 657.23 0.00 462.65 4902.78
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6.5 Descriptive statistics

In order to get a better understanding of potential patterns in the data we examine its

descriptive statistics. Despite looking at the descriptive statistics of the entire sample,

we will split the data into two groups, one with the deals that comply with the ERRR

and the second group with the deals that do not comply with the rule. In this way

we can understand whether there is a potential for the ERRR to have an effect on the

values of different CLO variables. Specifically, we will focus on the variables of CLO

default rates, OC and IC test results and the triple C bucket. This selection was made

based on the fact that we want to examine the effects of the risk retention rule on

defaults of the CLOs and their performance.

Table 4, displays the descriptive statistics after the data has been cleaned and win-

zorised. We can see in the Table 4 that the first sample, which contains all the CLO

deals, has default rates ranging from 0% to 38.77%. For this sample, the average default

rate is around 2.71%, which is larger than the average default rates for the other two

samples. This is sensible as this sample contains observations from 2008 onwards and

the highest default rates were observed at the beginning of the time period. The same

is true for the Triple C bucket where the average mean is 6.23. Following this logic, the

performance measures OC and IC showcase lower means in the first sample compared

to the next two. This is due to the fact that the trends in OC, IC were increasing in

the beginning of the time period. What is important to notice is that the number of

observations in the first section of the Table 4 that encompasses the entire sample is

much higher than the number of observations in the subsamples and also the time span

is much larger in comparison to the subsamples. This needs to be kept in mind when

comparing the results of the subsamples with the main sample.

The second section of the table, that includes the subsample of deals that comply

with the ERRR, has an average default rate of 1.36%, which is the lowest rate compared

to the other subsample, or the entire sample. This suggests that the CLOs that comply

with the risk retention might have lower average default rates than the deals that do
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not comply with the rule. The maximum default rate for this subsample is also the

lowest among the examined groups of data and it reaches only to 13.76%. Supporting

this trend, this subsample of deals that comply with the ERRR has the highest average

IC, in comparison to the other groups of data. The average IC for these deals amounts

to 783.29. As for the Triple C bucket, its volatility of 2.87 and the average value of

3.22 indicate that the CLOs complying with the ERRR consist, on average, of less

low-rated loans as opposed to those deals that do not comply with the rule. Still, the

number of observations in this subsample is much lower in comparison to the number of

observations for deals that do not comply with the ERRR displayed in the third section

of Table 4. This difference in the amount of observations most likely has an effect on

the descriptive statistics and should be kept in mind when making comparisons.

The third section of the Table 4 displays descriptive statistics for the subsample of

deals which do not comply with ERRR during 2011-2016. Among these deals, the aver-

age default rate is 2.48 %, while the maximum default rate is 38.77’%. This maximum

default rate is considerably larger in comparison to that of the deals that comply with

the ERRR, suggesting higher volatility in this subsample. The standard deviation of

default rates for the ERRR non-compliant deals is 8.72 as opposed to 2.33 for the deals

that do comply with the ERRR. The average IC and OC are 691.24 and 147 respec-

tively. There does not seem to be a notable difference between the levels of OC among

the different groups of data displayed in Table 4. On the other hand, with ICs we can

observe that the values for the entire sample and the subsample of the deals that do

not comply with the ERRR are very similar, while the IC for the subsample of deals

that are ERRR compliant is diverting from those values in the upward direction.

Even though the table showcases a more attractive average default rate, IC, and triple

C bucket for the deals that comply with the ERRR, these results are not conclusive and

should be analysed with caution since the amount of observations in this subsample is

much lower, relatively to the other two groups of data. Therefore, in order to be able to

make more robust conclusions we will run regression analyses that will examine these

patterns in the data further.
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Table 4: Descriptive statistics for default rates and performance measures of CLOs. The
first section of the table shows the number of observations, mean, standard deviation, minimum,
median and maximum for selected variables, counting in the entire sample. The second section of the
table only includes deals that comply with the ERRR and the last section includes only those deals
that do not comply with the ERRR during the time period of 2011 to 2016. The value of the triple C
bucket is in percentage of deal value. The values for default rates, IC and OC come from a winsorized
and data set cleaned for misreported values.

#obs mean std dev min median max

CLOs (2008-2016)

default rate 47316 2.71 5.41 0.00 0.99 38.77

OC 35768 142.71 62.18 0.00 132.24 560.27

IC 32528 649.62 657.23 0.00 462.65 4902.78

CCC bucket in % 43786 6.23 9.50 0.00 4.66 585.03

CLOs ERRR compliant (2011-2016)

default rate 1069 1.36 2.33 0.00 0.26 13.76

OC 992 148.11 59.37 0.00 136.23 683.51

IC 897 783.29 3084.73 0.00 374.73 4902.78

CCC bucket in % 930 3.22 2.87 0.13 2.22 25.29

CLOs ERRR non-compliant (2011-2016)

default rate 36105 2.48 8.72 0.00 0.66 38.77

OC 27345 147.13 262.57 0.00 133.78 560.27

IC 26055 691.34 2249.14 -371.28 517.89 4902.78

CCC bucket in % 33442 5.51 9.06 0.00 4.35 585.03
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6.6 Model specifications

Using the model specifications, we will measure the effect of the ERRR on the CLO

default rates and IC tests results. A number of independent, explanatory variables was

selected for each model. These variables were introduced and described in section 6.3.

Model 1

CLODefaultRatesi,t = α+β1∗Risk RetentionDummyi,t +β2∗MarketDefaulti,t +β3∗(Risk RetentionDummy ∗

MarketDefault)i,t + β4 ∗ CLODefaultRatesi,t−1 + β5 ∗ year 2009t + ... + beta12 ∗ year 2016t +

beta13 ∗month Jant + ... + β25 ∗monthDect + β26 ∗Deal V aluei,t + β27 ∗Number Of Tranchesi +

β28∗MarketRisk Premiumt +β29∗TripleC bucketi,t +β30∗Overcollateralizationi,t +β31∗InterestCoveragei,t

[ +βR ∗DummyMarketi ]3 + εi,t

Model 2

InterestCoveragei,t = α+β1∗Risk RetentionDummyi,t +β2∗MarketDefaulti,t +β3∗(Risk RetentionDummy∗

MarketDefault)i,t + β4 ∗ InterestCoveragei,t−1 + β5 ∗ year 2009t + ... + β12 ∗ year 2016t +

β13 ∗month Jant + ... + β25 ∗monthDect + β26 ∗Number Of Tranchesi + β27 ∗ CLODefaultRatesi,t +

β28∗MarketRisk Premiumt +β29∗Overcollateralizationi,t +β30∗TripleC bucketi,t [ +βR∗DummyMarketi ]4

+ εi,t

3The dummy market is only included in the robustness check model
4The dummy market is only included in the robustness check model
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6.7 Fitting a statistical framework

The optimal approach to estimate the linear relationship between the dependent and

independent variables is to minimize the squared residuals in a process that is referred

to as ordinary least squares (OLS).

OLS works like a tool for the regression function and will as a result give the re-

lationship that best fits the observed data. Since the extracted data contains many

observations that will in turn give as much various residuals, where the main goal is

to then reduce the residual level to produce an approximate average of all the observa-

tions. Therefore, minimizing the squared residual will give the best fit in finding the

relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables (Hilmer and

Hilmer, 2014).

The ambition is to have estimators that are both unbiased and efficient. An unbiased

estimator is defined as having the same expected value as the value derived from the

unobserved parameter. An efficient estimator is when it has the minimum variance

among the unbiased estimators (Hilmer and Hilmer, 2014).

Autocorrelation

Autocorrelation or serial correlation can be found in panel data in the form of corre-

lation between the error terms across time periods (Wooldridge, 2009). The so called

Wooldridge test has been used to find out whether there is autocorrelation in the panel

data of this thesis. The test has been run using the command xtserial in Stata. The

resulting F statistic shows a large value, which is higher than its table value for the

given degrees of freedom and so the results strongly rejected the zero hypothesis of no

first-order autocorrelation with the p-value of 0.00.

In this test, the employed stata command xtserial accounted for clustering within

the panels, which produced consistent standard error estimates at the presence of serial

correlation in the idiosyncratic error term. (Drukker, 2003)

Heteroscedasticity

Heteroscedasticity refers to such a situation where the error terms do not have a constant
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variance. This can consequently lead to inaccurate results.

We ran the Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity that showed us that there is

heteroskedasticity in our data. Breusch-Pagan runs the test on the null hypothesis that

the error has a constant variance. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the error term does

not have a constant variance and hence the data contains heteroskedasticity.

Running the Breusch - Pagan test in stata is accommodated by the hettest com-

mand. Chi-squared of 446,049.44 with 29 degrees of freedom shows an extremely high

F statistic and with the probability of 0.000 the zero hypothesis of constant variance

has been rejected. The results were the same for both specifications.

Fixed or random effects

In advanced panel data models one estimates so called unobserved effects. (Wooldridge,

2009) The unobserved effects are subject to change over time and affect the dependent

variable, in this case, the default rates of CLOs or performance. They are called un-

observed because they cannot be explained by any independent variables included in

the model. The unobserved effects can be estimated by defining fixed or random effects

(Wooldridge, 2009).

Random effects models work under both fixed and random effect estimators. Fixed

effects however, need to be properly defined in order to obtain consistent results. Thus,

following this logic, fixed effects should give consistent results in either case. The

problem with a fixed effects model is that it cannot take into account time-constant

variables, as opposed to random effects. This issue is relevant to this research, because

the variable dummy market merely defines whether each CLO comes from Europe or

the U.S., thus is time-invariant.

Employing the fixed effects model would thus mean omitting the variable dummy

market from the regression. Consequently, the (Durbin-Wu-) Hausman test was per-

formed in order to reach certainty in knowing which kind of model are we dealing with.

(Schmidheiny, 2016) The results of the Hausman test had shown, with a high level of

certainty, that this thesis is dealing with a fixed effects model. The zero hypothesis in

the Hausman test states that both, fixed and random effects models are appropriate.
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Rejection or acceptance of this hypothesis is based on the differences between the coef-

ficients that result from the regression run under either fixed effects model or random

effects model. If both models are fitting, and the zero hypothesis would not be rejected,

the differences between the resulting coefficients of the two models would be very small

or zero. In this case however, the differences between the coefficients are significant

with zero p-value. Thus the zero hypothesis is rejected confirming that the fixed effects

model is the correct one to be used. The same result is obtained with both models.

Fixed effects or first differencing

The unobserved effects in panel data can be estimated also by first differencing, on top

of fixed or random effects models. First differencing works similarly to the fixed effects

estimator and removes the unobserved effect before the estimation. First differencing

is thus relevant to consider only if the model has been defined as a fixed effect model.

Additionally, the results of these two approaches differ only if the regression analysis

deals with more than two time periods. This thesis deals with more than two time

periods, thus it needs to be distinguished between the fixed effects estimator and the

first difference estimator.

As this thesis deals with unbalanced panel data, it is natural that certain observations

for certain individuals in specific time periods are missing, and it is also the case that

some specific individuals leave the sample at certain points of time. There can be various

reasons for not reporting specific information, as for example OC results. It could be

simply because it is not legally required, or the reasons could be more speculative.

Further, the reasons for leaving the sample might be just the maturity day of the

CLO, or they might have gone into default. Theoretically, the missing observations

for certain variables, or individuals leaving the sample could be connected with the

unobserved effects that impact default rates. The event of an individual leaving the

sample is called attrition, and it could cause that the sample becomes non-random. If

an attrition of a CLO is correlated with the idiosyncratic errors, or with the unobserved

factors that change with time and impact default rates, the estimators that come out

of the regression analysis might be biased.
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The advantage of the fixed effects estimator over first differencing lies in the fact that

the fixed effects allow for potential correlation between attrition and the unobserved

effects. Since, in the case of unbalance data, there is always a certain level of attrition,

according to Wooldridge (2009) the natural choice is the fixed effects estimator in spite

of first differencing. The only assumption that has to be made when using the fixed

effects is that the idiosyncratic error terms are uncorrelated with the missing time

periods. Thus this assumption had to be made in this thesis. (Wooldridge, 2009)

Choice of the statistical framework

Based on analysing the data while focusing on finding sources of potential biases, het-

eroscedasticity and serial correlation have been observed. Additionally, the model was

classified as a fixed effects model. According to Schmidheiny (2016), it is very common

that a fixed effects analysis would produce understated standard errors due to presence

of a high level of serial correlation. The conclusions that were made so far, are thus in

alignment with Schmidheinys (2016) theory.

We control for the serial correlation in the data by including a lag variable that

contains values of the dependent variable, lagged by one time period. In order to ac-

count for heteroscedasticity, it is recommended to use cluster-robust covariance matrix

estimator (Schmidheiny, 2014). In order to define the model as having fixed effects,

we utilized a function of a statistical software. We executed the regression analysis

using the STATA software. In order to define our statistical framework in the STATA

software, we have used the command xtreg with the options vce(robust) and fe. The

first option, vce(robust) defines how to estimate the variance-covariance matrix. The

variance estimator has been defined as robust, known also as Huber or White estima-

tor. This means that the estimators are robust against heteroscedasticity in the data.

(STATA, n.d.)

Defining the variance-covariance matrix as robust is, in this case, the same as using

cluster-robust variance-covariance matrix. This is thanks to the fact that Stata auto-

matically accounts for clustering when the xtreg command is used together with the

vce(robust) matrix. (Schmidheiny, 2016) The latter option, fe, defines fixed effects.
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Robustness check

A fixed effect analysis will always exclude variables that are fixed across time (Wooldridge,

2009). However, we believe that the time-constant variable referred to as dummy mar-

ket is rightfully included in the models that test both the effects of risk retention on

CLO default rates and the effects of risk retention on ICs. Thus, dummy market should

not be omitted from the regression. In order to cope with this technical limitation

stemming from our selection of a statistical framework, we will execute a robustness

check on both model specifications.

The robustness check has been conducted using the command regress, which per-

forms a regular OLS regression. This allowed the inclusion of the time-fixed variable,

while still controlling for heteroscedasticity in the data through using the standard er-

rors that are robust against heteroscedasticity. In the case of the command regress,

the option robust defines heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors. The robustness

check has been used mostly for confirming the directions of the specific coefficients.

The actual numerical results of the robustness check have been given a lower weight, in

comparison to the results of the primary regression due to the fact that the robustness

check does not include fixed effects, thus the results might be biased.
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7 Regression Analysis - CLO Default Rates

In order to analyze the results of the regression, R squared, p-value and t-statistic are

essential components that we will consider. The t-stat tells us whether the explanatory

power of a given variable is significantly different from zero. A t-statistic needs to be

equal to the absolute value of 1.96 or higher in absolute terms in order to be significant.

The t-stat of 1.96 translates directly into the p-value of 5%, thus any of these two results

will show us how significant our variables and their effects are. The R squared explains

how much change in the dependent variable has been explained by the employed model.

Thus the R squared is also a very relevant aspect to consider when analyzing the

regression results (Wooldridge, 2009).

In order to see specific effects of each variable, whether its explanatory power is

different from zero and whether it influences the coefficient of our risk retention variable

or increases the R squared, we have been adding new explanatory variables step by step

and analyzing their importance. Thus, the model has been tested on different levels,

using more specifications that evolved by adding more explanatory or control variables.

Model 1 displays how, stepwise, we are adding the explanatory variables. After each

line break, we write out the additional variables that will be added to the regression

in the next step. Table 5 displays the results of these incremental regression tests in

columns numbered (1) - (7).

Model 1:

CLODefaultRatesi,t = α+β1∗Risk RetentionDummyi,t +β2∗MarketDefaulti,t +β3∗(Risk RetentionDummy∗

MarketDefault)i,t + β4 ∗ CLODefaultRatesi,t−1 + εi,t

+β5 ∗ year 2009t + ... + β12 ∗ year 2016t + β13 ∗month Jant + ... + β25∗

monthDect

+β26 ∗Deal V aluei,t + β27 ∗Number Of Tranchesi

+β28 ∗MarketRisk Premiumt [ +βR ∗DummyMarketi ]5

+β29∗TripleC bucketi,t +β30∗Overcollateralizationi,t +β31∗InterestCoveragei,t

5The dummy market is only included in the robustness check model
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Table 5: Regression analyses on CLO default rates. The column numbers in this table refer to
different incremental tests conducted in a stepwise fashion described in Model 1 in this section. This
table displays intermediate results of regression tests employing the fixed effects model in columns (1)
- (5). Regression tests (6) and (7) employ a regular OLS model, as opposed to the fixed effects model,
and serve as a robustness check. Regression tests (2) - (7) control for seasonality effects and year fixed
effects by employing dummy variables for months and years. The results for all of the month and
year control variables for the fixed effects model are available in Appendix 1. Complete results for the
robustness check are available in Appendix 2. For each explanatory variable we report the coefficient,
the p-value and the t-stat. The P-value is represented by the stars next to each coefficient. * means
p-value less than 5%, ** mean p-value less than 1%, *** mean p-value less than 0.1%. The t-statistic
is displayed in the brackets below each coefficient. The last row of the table displays the amount of
observations in each regression and well as the value of its R squared.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Intercept 1.144*** -2.589*** -1.340** 0.124 -0.545 0.386 -1.392*
(21.17) (-9.39) (-3.18) (0.22) (-0.95) (0.74) (-1.96)

Risk 0.482 -1.682** -1.835** -2.586*** -1.858*** -1.163*** -0.903***
Retention (0.83) (-2.66) (-2.91) (-4.57) (-3.333) (-7.92) (-7.93)

Market 0.178*** 0.191*** 0.194*** 0.129*** 0.0693* 0.00923 0.0911***
Default (12.47) (11.23) (11.46) (4.08) (2.13) (0.47) (4.42)

Market -0.0838 0.161* 0.195* 0.223* 0.255*** 0.217*** 0.267***
Def. ERRR (-1.32) (2.07) (2.25) (2.51) (3.80) (5.06) (6.65)

Lag CLO 0.335*** 0.323*** 0.319*** 0.385*** 0.337*** 0.545*** 0.544***
default (17.42) (18.22) (18.13) (19.30) (8.99) (36.93) (17.49)

Deal Value -2.93e-09*** -2.10e-09*** -1.91e-09*** -1.50e-09*** -2.00e-09***
(-5.01) (-3.92) (-5.20) (-8.63) (-10.52)

Number of 0.0405 0.00777 0.00338 -0.00496 0.0525***
Tranches (0.90) (0.20) (0.11) (-0.47) (4.86)

Market Risk -0.709*** -0.397* -0.227 -0.170
Premium (-3.71) (-2.27) (-1.04) (-0.77)

Overcolla- 0.00315* 0.00400***
teralization (2.21) (4.75)

Interest -0.000536*** 0.0000181
Coverage (-4.93) (0.40)

Triple C -0.00980 0.00470*
Bucket (-1.18) (1.96)

Dummy -0.375*** -0.0628
Market (-5.85) (-0.93)

#obs 47315 47315 47315 36321 23863 36321 23863
R-squared 0.31 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.35 0.59 0.55
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The first three incremental model specifications (1) - (3) make sure that the regres-

sion will be run on the entire sample of 47,315 observations (the first observation is

missing due to the inclusion of the lagged variable). The specifications (4) and (5) in-

clude additional explanatory variables, that do not have information available for every

observation in the main data sample. Thus, in order to be able to run the regression

analysis on the complete model that includes all of the explanatory variables, the num-

ber of observations was reduced to 23,264. Even though it is less than a half of the

initial sample size, it still provides interesting results. The regression test number (5)

includes the entire model. The regression tests number (6) and (7) serve as robustness

checks for the fixed effects tests under numbers (4) and (5) respectively.

A brief look at the results will suggest that the risk retention rule has a significant

effect on the default rates. Despite the very first model specification (1), all of the

results show significance for the risk retention rule. Yet, the risk retention by itself

is not enough to explain the movements in default rates. Thus, we employ further

explanatory variables. We do so in order to get more precise results stating what part

of the change in default rates has been happening due to the risk retention rule itself,

and what part of the change has been caused by other factors.

We observe that the t-stat of the risk retention variable has improved from insignif-

icant to significant from the regression test (1) to the test (2). The movement is a

result of adding the control variables for years and months, which control for seasonal

behaviour of CLOs as well as for general changes in the economic environment as peak

or recession years. This is sensible as during our examined time period of 2008 - 2016

there have been significant changes in the worldwide economic situation, caused by the

big financial crisis, that have influenced the CLO default rates. Besides the improve-

ments of t-stat and p-values it is also the R squared that exhibits an increase. Again

this makes sense since we have added relevant control variables that have increased the

explanatory power of the model. When comparing the regressions (3) and (4) we again

observe an increase in the t-stat for the risk retention rule as well as for the R-squared

of the model. This is despite the reduced sample size that resulted from the addition

of the variable of market risk premium. Thus we can say that the market risk premium
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adds on to the explanatory power of the model and helps to explain default rates. The

sample size reduces further at the regression number (5) with the addition of the triple

C bucket, IC and OC tests to the model. At this point we are dealing with a sample size

of less than one half compared to the original one. The decrease in the R squared and

the t-stat of the risk retention variable could be caused by this reduction. Even though

the triple C bucket does not exhibit significance in explaining the default rates, the

IC and OC do. Removing the triple C bucket from the model specification due to its

insignificance would not help to improve the results as it would not increase the sample

size very much. Regression tests (6) and (7) are executed as regular OLS regressions

as opposed to the fixed effects model. This has been done in sake of robustness and it

has also shown that risk retention rule has significant effects when it comes to changes

in default rates.

Concluding the output from Table 5, it can be claimed that the risk retention rule

has had an effect on the default rates of the CLOs. In the test results, based on the

complete model specification (5) , it can be observed that with the coefficient of -1.858,

the default rates decrease with risk retention. This result is significant due to p-value

being lower than 0.1% and t-statistic being -3.33. The result is only strengthened by

the robustness check, where the t-statistic is even higher, reaching the value of -7.93

(p-value less than 0.1%) and the coefficient of the risk retention rule stays negative.

The reason why the t-statistic and the R-squared of the robustness check are higher

than in our fixed effects model (comparing results for specifications (5) and (7)) can be

the addition of another explanatory variable - a dummy variable for financial markets,

that for technical specifications of the framework, had to be omitted from the fixed

effects model. Since the dummy for financial markets adds explanatory power to the

model, it could also partly explain the change in the coefficient from -1.858 to -0.903.

The market default proved to have significant explanatory power for the default rates

of the CLOs. Naturally, since the collateral behind the CLOs are the leveraged loans it

is sensible to expect a positive relationship between the default rates of CLOs and the

market default rates from the leverage loan indices. Looking at the t-stat of the market
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default, we can observe that it dropped with the addition of the market risk premium

(4) and then decreased even more with the addition of the triple C bucket, OC and

C test results (5). This change in the t-stat can be contributed to the newly added

explanatory variables taking the explanatory power away from the market default. Yet,

market default stays at a significant level with the p-value below 5% across the tests.

Similarly to market default, the product of the risk retention dummy and the market

default also demonstrates to have a positive relationship with the risk retention rule

however with more significance and a larger beta indicating that after implementing

ERRR that would in turn make the default of the CLOs more sensitive to the market

default rates, in other words increasing their systematic risk.

The deal value have proven to have a small but significant and negative explanatory

power towards the default rates. This confirms the idea that higher deal value would

generate higher diversification and thus reduces the probability of default. The coeffi-

cient of the deal value is significant, yet quite low. This means that deal value has a

very small effect on default rates.

How the CLO managers chooses to slice up the portfolio does not seem to matter

in relation to the defaults. Including the number of tranches proved to be insignificant

in terms of explanatory power towards the default rates. Thus, the fact that one CLO

has more tranches than another will, according to our results, not make it more prone

to default.

The OC variable shows significance with the p-value of less than 5% in terms of

explanatory power towards default rates. Surprisingly, the coefficient is positive, yet

small in value. We would not expect the coefficient to be positive and it is difficult to

see the correct reasoning why it is this way. A potential theory could follow in the sense

that, the OC levels have been pushed up industry-wide with the introduction of CLO

2.0 in 2012, simultaneously, in the same year we can observe an increase in default rates

based on Figure 9. Thus, the increase in OC and in default rates happened to appear

in the same time period.

The results from the regression show that the higher the IC test is, the lower the
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default rates are. Even though the effect is small, there is a statistically significant

relationship.

The triple C bucket shows no significance in regards to explaining default rates.

However, in the robustness check regression, it has shown a small level of significance

with the p-value of 5%, saying that increasing triple C bucket would explain increasing

default rates. This follows the logic that higher triple C bucket will make the CLO

more risky. Yet the effect is very small and only visible in one of the two statistical

frameworks applied, thus it should not be taken as indicative of any conclusions.

The dummy market, which is a dummy variable for financial markets ,Europe and

the U.S., behaves as expected. The dummy variable one has been assigned to all the

U.S. deals. A negative and significant coefficient shows that deals that come from the

U.S. have lower default rates. This is in accordance with the general knowledge about

the U.S. market. The explanatory power of the dummy for financial markets decreases

as we add more explanatory variables to the equation.

The market risk premium, or the investor’s risk premium, have shown to have sig-

nificant explanatory power for the CLO defaults. This implies that depending on how

much the investors wants to be compensated for the credit risk, this risk perception

of the investors does have an implication on the default rates of the CLOs, resulting

in a negative relationship between these two variables. We believe that reason behind

this relationship stems from the pressure the investors can have on the CLO manager.

Our theory is that when the investors require a relatively high coupon rate in the start

of the CLO lifecycle, that will consequently put more pressure on the CLO managers,

and as a result will have beneficial effects on the defaults of the CLOs. The logic is

that when in the beginning of the CLO lifecycle, the investor evaluates the risk and

ask for a compensation that will result in how much flexibility the CLO managers has

during the reinvestment period. If the investor has required a relatively low coupon

rate based on the initial portfolio risk, the CLO manager will perhaps not be under

considerately amount of pressure, that will in turn develop an environment suitable for

conducting moral hazard activities. A situation can arise where the CLO manager feels
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comfortable enough to conduct more riskier trades than what he or she would normally

do. On the other hand, if the investor requested a relatively high coupon rate that will

consequently put the CLO manager under more constraint and diminish the chance of

the manager conducting moral hazard activities.

Concluding remarks on the regression analysis for CLO default rates

To summarize the most important findings from the regression analysis for CLO default

rates, we see that the ERRR has a significant impact on the CLO default rates in our

sample. This suggests that the ERRR is making CLOs less default prone, which is, in

our view, in alignment with the intentions of this regulation. These results confirm our

hypothesis tha the ERRR lowers the default rates of CLOs.

Yet, another result that we find interesting, is that the market risk of the deals

that comply with the ERRR is higher in comparison to the market risk of the entire

sample. Hence, this suggests that these deals are more sensitive to the market default

of the underlying collateral. In our Literature Review we show that market risk of

securitized products has been marked by researchers as a prevailing issue. It has been

emphasized that this market risk of securitized products is not captured by their credit

ratings. Thus, based on the results of this regression, credit ratings might be even less

indicative of the true risk of the CLO deals that comply with the risk retention rule.
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8 Regression Analysis - Performance

In this section, we have conducted another regression analysis, this time testing whether

the performance of the CLOs is influenced by the ERRR. Since the risk retention rule

makes the originator or the manager keep a certain stake of the deal, they might be

incentivized to assure better performance.

One of the most common performance measures are equity returns. Equity returns

of CLOs as reported by i-CLO database show unusual patters in the data sets in form

of extraordinarily high returns. Thus, to be sure about the validity of the results

recalculating would be necessary. Due to time limitations, recalculating equity returns

is out of the scope of this thesis. For this reason we will focus purely on other alternative

performance measures, while not employing equity returns will be one of the main

limitations of this thesis.

Despite equity returns, performance of CLOs is generally measured through tests.

The most common tests are IC and OC. Additionally, performance can also be measured

by a triple C bucket.

After running preliminary regression tests, the existence of the risk retention rule

showed no significance in influencing neither OC nor the triple C bucket.

A plausible explanation for the insignificant relationship between the ERRR and the

OC could lie in the transformation of the general levels of the OC test results for CLOs

in the time of their revival after the financial crisis. If reviewing the EU CLO 1.0 with

CLO 2.0, the former was issued pre-crises and its senior tranches generally had a lower

average OC. However, CLO 2.0 were issued after 2012 and the data has shown that

the results of the OC tests for the senior tranches are generally higher than in the time

of CLO 1.0. This has happened market-wide and it is not only based on a compliance

with a specific rule. Higher OC test results for CLOs 2.0 as compared to CLO 1.0 are

now an industry norm (Barclays, 2015).

A potential theory for why the OCs of the CLOs that comply with the risk retention

rule have not gone up even above the OCs of the CLOs that are not ERRR compliant,
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could be that the general market changes have already pushed the OC levels up, and

that is as much as it is optimal for the CLOs for the meantime. Potentially, with

time, as effects of regulations become gradually more visible, a statistically significant

difference for the OC levels could appear for the CLOs complying with the risk retention

as opposed to those which do not. However, making any conclusions on this matter

now would be speculatory.

As for the triple C bucket it is surprising to us that risk retention did not prove to be

significant in the regression. Even though, the coefficient of risk retention was pointing

in the correct direction, the triple C bucket was decreasing with the rule, we cannot

make any conclusions out of this test.

On the other hand, the risk retention proved to be positively influencing the interest

coverage which is increasing with the risk retention.Therefore, we have chosen IC as to

be the single performance measure that we will analyze.

In this section, we have built the model following the same steps as the regression

analysis conducted on default rates. We have been adding new variables in a stepwise

fashion, creating multiple model specifications, on each of which we ran a separate

regression test. Similarly to the regression analysis on CLO default rates, in this way

we could examine the incremental changes in the explanatory power of each model and

we could see how the variables reacted to model expansions.

Model 2:

InterestCoveragei,t = α+β1∗Risk RetentionDummyi,t +β2∗MarketDefaulti,t +β3∗(Risk RetentionDummy∗

MarketDefault)i,t + β4 ∗ InterestCoveragei,t−1 + εi,t

+β5 ∗ year 2009t + ... + β12 ∗ year 2016t + β13 ∗month Jant + ... + β25∗

monthDect

+β26 ∗Number Of Tranchesi + β27 ∗ CLODefaultRatesi,t

+β28 ∗MarketRisk Premiumt

+β29∗Overcollateralizationi,t +β30∗TripleC bucketi,t [ +βR∗DummyMarketi ]6

6The dummy market is only included in the robustness check model
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Table 6: Regression analyses on performance as measured by the IC. The column numbers
in this table refer to different incremental tests conducted in a stepwise fashion described in Model 2
in this section. This table displays intermediate results of regression tests employing the fixed effects
model in columns (1) - (5). Regression test (6) employs a regular OLS model, as opposed to the
fixed effects model, and serve as a robustness check. Regression tests (2) - (6) control for seasonality
effects and year fixed effects by employing dummy variables for months and years. The results for
all of the month and year control variables for the fixed effects model are available in Appendix 3.
Complete results for the robustness check are available in Appendix 4. For each explanatory variable
we report the coefficient, the p-value and the t-stat. The P-value is represented by the stars next to
each coefficient. * means p-value less than 5%, ** mean p-value less than 1%, *** mean p-value less
than 0.1%. The t-statistic is displayed in the brackets below each coefficient. The last row of the table
displays the amount of observations in each regression and well as the value of its R squared.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 121.9*** -331.9*** -360.5*** -232.9*** -611.8*** -349.2***
(10.33) (-8.37) (-6.59) (-4.03) (-9.01) (-7.24)

Risk 579.6*** 427.4*** 462.2*** 292.7*** 461.9** 34.44
Retention (6.27) (5.11) (5.14) (3.79) (2.68) (1.39)

Market -6.345*** -5.863*** -4.458** -17.91*** -25.66*** -20.80***
Default (-5.43) (-3.95) (-2.98) (-6.66) (-8.59) (-8.24)

Market -77.56*** -74.80*** -73.05*** -52.90*** -57.93* -3.713
Def. ERRR (-5.24) (-4.61) (-4.52) (-3.56) (-1.96) (-0.49)

Lag IC 0.831*** 0.789*** 0.787*** 0.836*** 0.684*** 0.813***
(50.07) (46.17) (46.00) (49.31) (21.34) (45.82)

Number of 3.355 1.794 11.22* -2.785*
Tranches (0.68) (0.41) (2.02) (-2.30)

CLO -5.383*** -5.633*** -5.455*** -2.388*
defaults (-4.43) (-4.66) (-3.82) (-2.36)

Market Risk 34.65 69.64*** 75.18***
Premium (1.72) (3.89) (3.88)

Overcolla- 2.785*** 2.198***
teralization (11.13) (14.38)

Triple C -0.473 -0.650***
Bucket (-1.62) (-3.92)

Dummy -93.55***
Market (-9.91)

#obs 31972 31972 31972 25900 23568 23568
R-squared 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.78 0.84
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The first look at the results suggests that the risk retention rule is explanatory to

changes in interest coverage of CLOs. The risk retention variable has a significant

positively correlated relationship with IC in every fixed effects test conducted in this

section. Interestingly, the addition of the control variables for seasonal effects and year

fixed effects does not cause such a drastic change in the results, as was the case with

default rates. This is in alignment with the empirical evidence found in Figure 9 and

the F-test made based on this figure, that showed us that both CLO default rates and

ICs will be explained by changes in the economic environment, yet ICs not as much

as default rates. Thus, by adding the control variables for seasonal effects and year

fixed effects in regression number (2) we can explain that the R-squared has increased

slightly while the t-stat of risk retention has gone down a bit. Adding CLO default

rates to the mix managed to increase the t-stat of the risk retention dummy slightly

and increased the explanatory power to the ICs. After including market risk premium

to the model, the R-squared has increased telling us that the explanatory power of the

model is now higher. The t-stat of the risk retention dropped slightly showing that

the market risk premium also has explanatory power to the changes in default rates.

After the addition of OC and triple C bucket to the model, the R squared has reached

78% as compared to previous 73%, while OC proved to have explanatory power to IC

indicating that increasing OC will mean increasing IC.

The robustness check includes the variable dummy market and shows that the risk

retention is not significant in relation to interest coverage. There is a large difference

between the levels of IC in Europe and the U.S., from 2015 onwards, as we saw in Figure

11. Thus, it makes sense that the significance has been weakened by the addition of

the explanatory variable dummy market. We would use the same logic to explain the

difference in the coefficients for risk retention between regression tests (5) and (6). This

insignificance, shows that we will not get the same results from any statistical model

that we use. Yet, with the t-stat of 1.39 it is not that far from significance. Even

though this robustness check is weakening how much weight we can give to our results

from the fixed effects model, we believe that the fixed effects model is the correct model

to use in this instance. Thus, our analysis will mainly be based on the results from the
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fixed effects regression.

In the complete regression model (5), risk retention comes out with a positive co-

efficient with a t-stat of 2.68 and p-value less than 1%. Based on these results we

can conclude that deals complying with ERRR generate a better income coverage to

their payables via ensuring that the quality of the portfolio does not deteriorate due to

improper monitoring or poor re-investments of collaterals.

Further, the market defaults of the leverage loan indices showcase a strong negative

relationship with IC with t-stat of -8.59 and p-value smaller than 0.1%. That implies

that if there is an increase in the market defaults of underlying collateral of the CLOs,

that will cause the interest coverage to go down. This is absolutely sensible as the

interest income of CLOs comes from the leveraged loans.

The product of the market defaults with the risk retention dummy showed to be

significant in explanatory power towards the performance of the CLOs in all incremental

regression tests. In the complete model showcased in column (5) this variable displays

t-stat of -1.96, which translates to p-value of less than 5%. Interestingly enough, the

beta coefficient of the product of the market defaults with the risk retention dummy is

larger than that for the market default. This is, again, indicating to us that after the

CLOs comply with the ERRR the performance is more sensitive towards the systematic

risk. That means that the market risk becomes larger in explanatory power for deals

complying with the ERRR.

The result showed that the number of tranches has an effect on the performance of

a CLO as measured by the IC test. With a t-stat of 2.02 and a p-value of 5% the result

shows that if there is an increase in the number of tranches that exist within a CLO,

that will impact the IC test positively.

Further, we can observe that the default rates of CLOs have a statistically significant

negative relationship with ICs with a t-stat of -3.82 and p-value less than 0.1%. Thus,

decreasing default rates will mean increasing IC. Decreasing CLO default rates will be

caused, among other factors, by decreasing market default rates as we have seen in
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the first regression analysis. Lower default rates of the underlying mean more stable

interest income and thus higher IC test results.

The results show that the market risk premium and the IC test results are positively

correlated with the t-stat of 3.89 and p-value smaller than 0.1%. The market risk

premium is the average monthly risk premium required by investors for given CLO

deals issued that month. So according to the results, in time periods with generally

higher risk premium required by the market participants, the interest coverage will also

be higher.

Our explanation for this result follows the exact same logic as the one we provide

in the case of CLO default rates in section 7. In our view, if the investor requests a

relatively high coupon rate, that will put the CLO manager under a lot of pressure

to meet his coupon payment obligations towards the investors and this will in turn

constraint and diminish the chance for the manager to conduct moral hazard activities.

There is a significant and positive relationship between OC and IC indicating that

improving the OC test will enhance the IC test. As higher OC means higher cushion to

absorb losses, it will be harder for these losses to affect the ability of the given tranche

to meet its interest obligations. These results are statistically significant with the t-stat

of 11.13 and p-value smaller than 0.1%. Adding the OC into the equation seems to

largely improve the explanatory power of the model as the R squared increases.

Even though triple C bucket can be expected to affect the IC, we have concluded

that the effects of the triple C bucket on IC are already partly contained in the model by

including the OC. It is known that OC will be affected by the extra amount of the triple

C bucket (Pauley and Kroszner, 2012). Thus we take it that the effect of the triple C

bucket has been mirrored in the OC results which have a significant relationship with

the IC. Thus, by including the OC as an explanatory variable for IC, the impact of

the change in the triple C bucket has already been captured in the regression analysis

through the OC. This causes the relationship between the IC and the triple C bucket
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to be insignificant. Still, the coefficient of the triple C bucket shows that with lower

triple C bucket the IC will be higher. This makes sense as lower triple C bucket will

make the IC probably more consistent as a larger part of the CLO will be consisting of

better quality underlying loans that should produce more consistent income.

Concluding remarks on the regression analysis for the performance of CLOs measured

by IC

To summarize, basing the results on the fixed effects regression, there is an empirical

evidence that is suggesting that ERRR has a positive effect on the CLO performance

as measured by interest coverage. This confirms our hypothesis and is, as we see it, in

alignment with the intentions of the ERRR.

Yet again, we can notice the effect the ERRR has on the sensitivity of the CLO deals

towards systematic risk is the same as in the regression analysis conducted in section

7. These findings support our conclusions from the regression analysis on CLO default

rates conducted in section 7.
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9 Conclusion

In this thesis we have focused on examining a specific rule related to securitization

that has been published as a response to the financial crisis, with the goal to make

securitization safer. The ERRR came into force in 2011 and affected both European

and the U.S. markets. This rule came out based on the belief that the process of

securitization is a source of moral hazard that needs to be controlled and minimized.

The regulation is supposed to align the interests of the CLO managers or originators

and the investors by making the managers or originators retain a fraction of the credit

risk of a given deal on their balance sheet.

In this thesis we have decided to contribute to the existing discussion by providing

an empirical analysis of the ERRR and its impacts on CLOs in the European and the

U.S. markets. We have used regression analyses to measure whether the risk retention

rule has affected the default rates and the performance of the CLOs as measured by

their IC.

The regression results have confirmed our hypotheses by showing that the ERRR

reduces the default rates of CLOs and it improves their performance as measured by IC.

From the results, we understand that the risk retention rule works as an incentive for

the CLO managers or originators to assure better performance and lower defaults of the

CLO deals. We believe that this showcases a better alignment of interests between the

managers or originators and the investors. Therefore, this impact of the risk retention

rule could be attributed to lower levels of moral hazard in the securitzation of leveraged

loans.

Interestingly, our results have shown that the CLO deals that comply with the

ERRR demonstrate higher levels of systematic risk as opposed to the entire sample.

We have observed throughout literature that researchers emphasize the relevance of the

systematic risk with securitized products, as well as the fact that this kind of risk is not

captured in the credit ratings. Regulators have also acknowledged the need for reduced

reliance on credit ratings. Therefore, our suggestion for future research is to examine

the ability of credit ratings to capture the true credit risk of securitized products and
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whether this ability changes with the altering regulatory environment.

Furthermore, we also believe that the effects of a risk retention rule depend on its

specifications. As we have discovered when analysing the regulations, the risk retention

rule in the EU is fairly strong in its specifications and requirements for disclosure and

due diligence. The risk retention rule in the U.S., that only came into force in December

2016, has much looser specifications. Thus, the U.S. rule might induce different effects

on the CLO deals as its European counterpart. As there is not enough data available due

to the late compliance date of the U.S. risk retention rule, this would be an additional

suggestion for future research.

Additionally, it would be interesting to see whether it matters if the risk is retained

by either the manager or the originator.

Finally, it would be appealing to understand whether the functionality of a risk

retention rule differs across structured products.
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10 Appendices

Appendix 1

Appendix 1 displays the complete regression output from all of the incremental
regressions conducted on Model 1 in section 7 Regression Analysis - CLO Default Rates,
using the fixed effects model. As opposed to table 5, Appendix 1 includes the regression
results for year fixed effects and seasonal effects displayed under Iyear 2009 - Iyear 2016
and Imonth 2 - Imonth 12.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
CLOdefault CLOdefault CLOdefault CLOdefault CLOdefault

RiskRetention 0.487 -1.676∗∗ -1.829∗∗ -2.584∗∗∗ -1.884∗∗∗

(0.84) (-2.64) (-2.90) (-4.56) (-3.38)

MarketDefault 0.179∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗∗ 0.0712∗

(12.50) (11.23) (11.45) (4.09) (2.23)

MarketDefRet -0.0850 0.160∗ 0.194∗ 0.222∗ 0.256∗∗∗

(-1.34) (2.06) (2.23) (2.50) (3.82)

lagCLOdefault 0.334∗∗∗ 0.322∗∗∗ 0.318∗∗∗ 0.384∗∗∗ 0.334∗∗∗

(17.38) (18.18) (18.08) (19.24) (8.93)

Iyear 2009 2.951∗∗∗ 2.856∗∗∗ 0 0
(11.77) (11.53) (.) (.)

Iyear 2010 2.276∗∗∗ 2.207∗∗∗ 1.229∗∗∗ 1.392∗∗∗

(9.58) (9.43) (4.13) (3.59)

Iyear 2011 2.214∗∗∗ 2.050∗∗∗ 0.963∗∗ 1.074∗∗

(9.15) (8.63) (3.11) (2.75)

Iyear 2012 2.617∗∗∗ 2.450∗∗∗ 1.520∗∗∗ 1.475∗∗∗

(10.30) (9.82) (4.77) (3.71)

Iyear 2013 3.442∗∗∗ 3.108∗∗∗ 2.154∗∗∗ 2.064∗∗∗

(12.09) (11.12) (6.10) (4.82)

Iyear 2014 3.838∗∗∗ 3.297∗∗∗ 2.570∗∗∗ 2.484∗∗∗

(12.80) (11.10) (7.08) (5.64)

Iyear 2015 4.183∗∗∗ 3.620∗∗∗ 2.849∗∗∗ 2.708∗∗∗

(13.55) (11.79) (8.02) (6.17)

Iyear 2016 5.039∗∗∗ 4.378∗∗∗ 3.604∗∗∗ 3.458∗∗∗
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(15.08) (13.17) (9.77) (7.59)

Imonth 2 0.0908 0.0401 0.0825 0.149∗∗

(1.91) (0.82) (1.20) (2.59)

Imonth 3 0.0816 0.0324 0.0905 0.222∗∗∗

(1.64) (0.64) (1.32) (3.39)

Imonth 4 0.446∗∗∗ 0.416∗∗∗ 0.508∗∗∗ 0.536∗∗∗

(7.54) (7.03) (6.02) (6.89)

Imonth 5 0.399∗∗∗ 0.332∗∗∗ 0.435∗∗∗ 0.470∗∗∗

(6.66) (5.49) (5.33) (6.45)

Imonth 6 0.388∗∗∗ 0.312∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗ 0.437∗∗∗

(6.71) (5.29) (4.23) (5.42)

Imonth 7 0.483∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗ 0.482∗∗∗ 0.534∗∗∗

(7.81) (7.19) (6.05) (6.57)

Imonth 8 0.273∗∗∗ 0.174∗ 0.388∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗

(3.99) (2.49) (4.37) (4.82)

Imonth 9 0.209∗∗ 0.0981 0.295∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(2.99) (1.37) (3.50) (3.36)

Imonth 10 0.564∗∗∗ 0.501∗∗∗ 0.637∗∗∗ 0.597∗∗∗

(8.12) (7.20) (6.97) (7.12)

Imonth 11 0.473∗∗∗ 0.361∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗ 0.460∗∗∗

(7.93) (5.91) (5.53) (6.53)

Imonth 12 0.406∗∗∗ 0.295∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗ 0.504∗∗∗

(6.40) (4.50) (5.05) (7.11)

DealValue -2.94e-09∗∗∗ -2.13e-09∗∗∗ -1.96e-09∗∗∗

(-5.01) (-3.94) (-5.34)

NumberOfTranches 0.0396 0.00708 0.00112
(0.88) (0.18) (0.04)

MarketRiskPremium -0.716∗∗∗ -0.413∗

(-3.76) (-2.38)

Overcollateralization 0.00267
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(1.91)

InterestCoverage -0.000508∗∗∗

(-4.70)

TripleCbucket -0.00975
(-1.17)

cons 1.143∗∗∗ -2.593∗∗∗ -1.336∗∗ 0.145 -0.417
(21.20) (-9.43) (-3.16) (0.25) (-0.73)

N 47315 47315 47315 36321 23862
R2 0.31 0.36 0.37 0.41 0.34

t statistics in parentheses

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix 2

Appendix 2 displays the complete regression output from all of the incremental
regressions conducted on Model 1 in section 7 Regression Analysis - CLO Default Rates,
using a classic OLS regression as a robustness check, including the dummy for financial
markets. In table 5 these regressions are displayed under numbers (6) and (7). As
opposed to table 5, Appendix 2 includes the regression results for year fixed effects and
seasonal effects displayed under Iyear 2009 - Iyear 2016 and Imonth 2 - Imonth 12.

(1) (2)
CLOdefault CLOdefault

RiskRetention -1.163∗∗∗ -0.901∗∗∗

(-7.94) (-7.92)

MarketDefault 0.00919 0.0927∗∗∗

(0.47) (4.47)

MarketDefRet 0.217∗∗∗ 0.266∗∗∗

(5.06) (6.62)

lagCLOdefault 0.543∗∗∗ 0.541∗∗∗

(36.79) (17.31)

DealValue -1.50e-09∗∗∗ -2.02e-09∗∗∗

(-8.64) (-10.59)

NumberOfTranches -0.00533 0.0522∗∗∗

(-0.50) (4.80)

MarketRiskPremium -0.231 -0.183
(-1.06) (-0.83)

DummyMarket -0.375∗∗∗ -0.0592
(-5.86) (-0.88)

Iyear 2009 0 0
(.) (.)

Iyear 2010 1.578∗∗∗ 1.924∗∗

(4.09) (3.13)

Iyear 2011 1.377∗∗∗ 1.741∗∗

(3.58) (2.84)

Iyear 2012 1.763∗∗∗ 1.927∗∗
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(4.57) (3.14)

Iyear 2013 2.008∗∗∗ 1.984∗∗

(5.04) (3.17)

Iyear 2014 1.922∗∗∗ 1.807∗∗

(4.84) (2.90)

Iyear 2015 1.545∗∗∗ 1.733∗∗

(4.10) (2.85)

Iyear 2016 1.814∗∗∗ 1.988∗∗

(4.80) (3.27)

Imonth 2 0.0632 0.153
(0.66) (1.76)

Imonth 3 0.0964 0.164
(1.03) (1.78)

Imonth 4 0.394∗∗∗ 0.428∗∗∗

(3.60) (4.00)

Imonth 5 0.249∗ 0.290∗∗

(2.54) (3.10)

Imonth 6 0.0869 0.198∗

(0.90) (2.09)

Imonth 7 0.198∗ 0.260∗∗

(2.02) (2.65)

Imonth 8 0.0433 0.0992
(0.41) (0.89)

Imonth 9 -0.0452 -0.0921
(-0.43) (-0.82)

Imonth 10 0.262∗ 0.244∗

(2.41) (2.44)

Imonth 11 0.0619 0.0982
(0.65) (1.08)

Imonth 12 -0.0252 0.0789
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(-0.26) (0.88)

Overcollateralization 0.00367∗∗∗

(4.27)

InterestCoverage 0.0000385
(0.80)

TripleCbucket 0.00481∗

(1.98)

cons 0.391 -1.317
(0.75) (-1.87)

N 36321 23862
R2 0.59 0.54

t statistics in parentheses

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix 3

Appendix 3 displays the complete regression output from all of the incremental
regressions conducted on Model 2 in section 8 Regression Analysis - Performance, using
the fixed effects model. As opposed to table 6, Appendix 3 includes the regression results
for year fixed effects and seasonal effects displayed under Iyear 2009 - Iyear 2016 and
Imonth 2 - Imonth 12.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
InterestCoverage InterestCoverage InterestCoverage InterestCoverage InterestCoverage

RiskRetention 579.0∗∗∗ 472.7∗∗∗ 462.1∗∗∗ 295.2∗∗∗ 454.7∗∗

(6.32) (5.15) (5.18) (3.82) (2.73)

MarketDefault -6.364∗∗∗ -5.848∗∗∗ -4.389∗∗ -17.89∗∗∗ -25.42∗∗∗

(-5.47) (-3.92) (-2.92) (-6.61) (-8.70)

MarketDefRet -77.44∗∗∗ -74.95∗∗∗ -73.13∗∗∗ -53.08∗∗∗ -57.59∗

(-5.25) (-4.63) (-4.54) (-3.57) (-2.01)

lagIC 0.829∗∗∗ 0.786∗∗∗ 0.785∗∗∗ 0.833∗∗∗ 0.689∗∗∗

(50.06) (46.13) (45.98) (49.10) (21.92)

Iyear 2009 372.5∗∗∗ 382.3∗∗∗ 0 0
(9.42) (9.64) (.) (.)

Iyear 2010 374.0∗∗∗ 378.8∗∗∗ 211.6∗∗∗ 264.1∗∗∗

(9.72) (9.85) (5.68) (7.00)

Iyear 2011 370.6∗∗∗ 372.6∗∗∗ 202.0∗∗∗ 238.9∗∗∗

(9.68) (9.76) (5.25) (6.36)

Iyear 2012 403.3∗∗∗ 406.9∗∗∗ 250.1∗∗∗ 252.4∗∗∗

(10.45) (10.57) (6.56) (6.90)

Iyear 2013 465.0∗∗∗ 474.1∗∗∗ 311.6∗∗∗ 330.5∗∗∗

(11.36) (11.55) (7.57) (8.28)

Iyear 2014 505.1∗∗∗ 517.0∗∗∗ 353.2∗∗∗ 333.8∗∗∗

(11.70) (11.92) (8.34) (8.21)

Iyear 2015 531.9∗∗∗ 545.8∗∗∗ 350.0∗∗∗ 304.2∗∗∗

(11.64) (11.84) (8.24) (7.59)

Iyear 2016 550.3∗∗∗ 569.3∗∗∗ 366.2∗∗∗ 289.6∗∗∗

(11.22) (11.47) (8.52) (7.23)

Imonth 2 7.269 7.736 5.535 3.111
(0.93) (0.99) (0.52) (0.33)

Imonth 3 7.839 8.597 16.08 12.15
(1.12) (1.23) (1.78) (1.70)

Imonth 4 13.89∗ 16.33∗∗ 20.03∗ 17.20∗

(2.25) (2.66) (2.44) (2.30)

Imonth 5 9.645 12.31 19.18∗ 15.07
(1.29) (1.64) (2.12) (1.88)
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Imonth 6 14.78∗ 17.56∗∗ 28.42∗∗∗ 18.05∗∗

(2.20) (2.64) (3.73) (2.78)

Imonth 7 22.20∗∗∗ 25.61∗∗∗ 36.29∗∗∗ 22.77∗∗∗

(4.13) (4.72) (5.50) (3.46)

Imonth 8 2.672 5.582 11.70 -5.232
(0.35) (0.73) (1.29) (-0.62)

Imonth 9 9.172 11.13 39.22∗∗∗ 18.43∗

(1.31) (1.59) (5.01) (2.37)

Imonth 10 40.97∗∗∗ 43.82∗∗∗ 37.75∗∗∗ 15.56
(5.31) (5.66) (4.05) (1.75)

Imonth 11 44.07∗∗∗ 46.37∗∗∗ 30.22∗∗∗ 3.343
(6.04) (6.34) (3.55) (0.42)

Imonth 12 46.59∗∗∗ 48.41∗∗∗ 34.23∗∗∗ 8.108
(5.80) (6.09) (3.74) (0.89)

NumberOfTranches 3.376 1.908 10.69
(0.69) (0.44) (1.94)

CLOdefault -5.584∗∗∗ -5.881∗∗∗ -5.303∗∗∗

(-4.53) (-4.76) (-3.71)

MarketRiskPremium 40.17∗ 71.01∗∗∗

(1.98) (4.04)

Overcollateralization 2.673∗∗∗

(11.20)

TripleCbucket -0.467
(-1.58)

cons 123.2∗∗∗ -329.1∗∗∗ -358.1∗∗∗ -243.2∗∗∗ -600.1∗∗∗

(10.50) (-8.39) (-6.58) (-4.21) (-9.01)

N 31974 31974 31974 25902 23569
R2 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.77

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix 4

Appendix 4 displays the complete regression output from all of the incremental regressions conducted on
Model 2 in section 8 Regression Analysis - Performance, using a classic OLS regression as a robustness check,
including the dummy for financial markets. In table 5 this regression is displayed under the number (6).
As opposed to table 6, Appendix 4 includes the regression results for year fixed effects and seasonal effects
displayed under Iyear 2009 - Iyear 2016 and Imonth 2 - Imonth 12.

(1)
InterestCoverage

RiskRetention 35.24
(1.44)

MarketDefault -20.47∗∗∗

(-8.13)

MarketDefRet -4.214
(-0.56)

lagIC 0.818∗∗∗

(47.02)

Iyear 2009 0
(.)

Iyear 2010 221.1∗∗∗

(5.54)

Iyear 2011 205.3∗∗∗

(5.30)

Iyear 2012 213.8∗∗∗

(5.55)

Iyear 2013 261.1∗∗∗

(6.47)

Iyear 2014 236.4∗∗∗

(5.89)

Iyear 2015 187.8∗∗∗

(4.90)

Iyear 2016 156.2∗∗∗

(4.15)

Imonth 2 -0.113
(-0.01)

Imonth 3 7.843
(0.98)

Imonth 4 13.65
(1.71)

Imonth 5 4.575
(0.56)
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Imonth 6 11.15
(1.61)

Imonth 7 10.83
(1.63)

Imonth 8 -21.58∗

(-2.35)

Imonth 9 3.655
(0.46)

Imonth 10 0.586
(0.07)

Imonth 11 -13.05
(-1.72)

Imonth 12 -8.108
(-0.98)

NumberOfTranches -2.866∗

(-2.37)

CLOdefault -2.213∗

(-2.20)

MarketRiskPremium 76.91∗∗∗

(4.01)

Overcollateralization 2.107∗∗∗

(13.95)

TripleCbucket -0.625∗∗∗

(-3.81)

DummyMarket -92.92∗∗∗

(-9.78)

cons -343.2∗∗∗

(-7.15)

N 23569
R2 0.84

t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Appendix 5 

Appendix 5 shows the entire code used in STATA that we used to organize the data, run all the tests  

mentioned in the thesis as well as the regression analyses. 

 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\2008 - 2016 US EUR tranches cleaned.xlsx", 
sheet("Sheet1") firstrow  

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\Martina.dta", replace 

 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* importing OC 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\add OC.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear 

 

sort deal year month 

by deal year month: gen n=_n 

keep if n==1  

drop n 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addOC.dta", replace 

 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* importing IC 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\add IC.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear 

 

sort deal year month 

by deal year month: gen n=_n 

keep if n==1  

drop n 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addIC.dta", replace 

 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* importing mkt defaults 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\add mkt defaults.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow 
clear 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addMD.dta", replace 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* importing mkt interest rates 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\add mkt rate.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addMR.dta", replace 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

* importing cpn 

import excel "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addcpn.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow clear 

sort deal year month 



by deal year month: gen n=_n 

keep if n==1  

drop n 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addcpn.dta", replace 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*creating main file 

 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\Martina.dta", clear 

egen ID = group(CLODeals) 

duplicates report 

duplicates drop 

rename CLODeals deal 

rename Reportdate period  

rename CurrentBalance tranche_value 

rename indefault default 

drop if default==.  

 

 

gen tranche = substr(TrancheName,1,1) 

 

 

merge m:1 deal month year using  "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addOC.dta" 

drop if _m==2 

drop _m 

 

merge m:1 deal month year using  "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addIC.dta" 

drop if _m==2 

drop _m 

 

merge m:1 Currency month year using  "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addMD.dta" 

drop if _m==2 

drop _m 

 

merge m:1 monthc yearc BaseRate using  "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addMR.dta" 

drop if _m==2 

drop _m 

 

merge m:1 deal month year using "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\addcpn.dta" 

drop if _m==2 

drop _m 



 

destring month, replace 

destring year, replace 

gen ym = ym(year,month) 

 

drop if ym<584 

 

sort ID ym  

by ID ym: egen DealValue = sum(tranche_value)  

bysort ym: egen tot_value = sum(tranche_value)   

  

capture drop n 

bysort ID period: gen n=_n 

bysort ID period: gen NumberOfTranches=_N 

 

rename riskretention RiskRetention 

rename mktLLdefault MarketDefault 

drop n  

 

//up contains all obs. also ind. tranches 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\Martina2.dta", replace 

 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

*DELETING OF TRANCHES 

// make new data with onl on obs. per deal per period 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\Martina2.dta", clear 

 

keep if weight_default_deal!=. 

drop TrancheName tranche_value tranche  

replace RiskRetention=0 if year<2011 

 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", replace 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 

* FINAL REGRESSION - PANEL DATA 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", clear 

 

 

*LAST CLEANING OF DATA 

* delete repeated default 99.999 

duplicates list ID default if default>=99, sepby(ID)  



duplicates report ID default if default>=99 

duplicates drop ID default if default>=99, force 

duplicates report ID default if default>=99 

duplicates report ID ym 

duplicates drop ID ym, force 

* deleting wrongly reported OC and IC 

drop if OC==999999.9999 

drop if IC==999999.9999 

 

xtset ID ym  

 

*GENERATING VARIABLES FOR REGRESSION 

egen IDcur = group(Currency) 

gen MarketDefRet = MarketDefault*RiskRetention 

gen DummyMarket = 0 

replace DummyMarket = 1 if Currency=="USD" 

*creating lagged values 

gen lagCLOdefault=default[_n-1] 

* CCC bucket as % of deal value 

gen TripleCbucket = (CCCbucket/DealValue)*100 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", replace 

 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", clear 

*creating avg market risk premium per month 

drop month year 

destring monthc, replace 

destring yearc, replace 

sort yearc monthc 

by yearc monthc: egen MarketRiskPremium = mean(Cpn) 

bysort monthc yearc: gen n=_n  

keep if n==1 

rename monthc month 

rename yearc year 

save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\spread.dta", replace 

 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", clear 

merge m:1 month year using "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\spread.dta" 

 

drop if _m==2 



save "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", replace 

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

use "C:\Users\mata\Desktop\stata\dealonly.dta", clear 

*Winsorizing 

winsor OC, gen(Overcollateralization5) p(0.05)  

winsor OC, gen(Overcollateralization) p(0.01) 

winsor IC, gen(InterestCoverage5) p(0.05) 

winsor IC, gen(InterestCoverage) p(0.01) 

winsor default, gen(CLOdefault) p(0.01) 

 

*RUNNING TESTS TO DETERMINE THE TYPE OF REGRESSION 

*The Hausman test: fixed or random effects 

xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention Overcollateralization InterestCoverage MarketDefault 
MarketDefRet i.year i.month lagCLOdefault DummyMarket CCCbucket DealValue NumberOfTranches 
MarketRiskPremium, re 

estimates store b_re 

xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention Overcollateralization InterestCoverage MarketDefault 
MarketDefRet i.year i.month lagCLOdefault DummyMarket CCCbucket DealValue NumberOfTranches 
MarketRiskPremium, fe 

estimates store b_fe 

hausman b_fe b_re, sigmamore 

*test for autocorrelation first-order 

xtserial CLOdefault RiskRetention Overcollateralization InterestCoverage MarketDefault 
MarketDefRet CCCbucket DealValue NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium, output 

*differentiate 

*gen dx=avg_default_deal-avg_default_deal[_n-1] 

*basic regression: 

xi: regress CLOdefault RiskRetention Overcollateralization InterestCoverage MarketDefault 
MarketDefRet i.year i.month lagCLOdefault DummyMarket CCCbucket DealValue NumberOfTranches 
MarketRiskPremium 

*test for heteroscedasticity - connected to regress 

hettest RiskRetention Overcollateralization InterestCoverage MarketDefault MarketDefRet i.year 
i.month lagCLOdefault DummyMarket CCCbucket DealValue NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium 

 

*Regression CLO Default rates 

*table 

eststo clear 

eststo: xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault, fe 
vce(robust) 

eststo: xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault i.year 
i.month, fe vce(robust) 

eststo: xi: xtreg  CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault DealValue 
NumberOfTranches i.year i.month , fe vce(robust) 

eststo: xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault DealValue 
NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium i.year i.month, fe vce(robust) 



eststo: xi: xtreg CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault DealValue 
NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium Overcollateralization InterestCoverage TripleCbucket i.year 
i.month, fe vce(robust) 

esttab using defaultsx.tex, r2(2)longtable replace /// 

 

*robustness check 

eststo clear 

eststo: xi: regress CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault 
DealValue NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium DummyMarket i.year i.month, vce(robust) 

eststo: xi: regress  CLOdefault RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagCLOdefault 
DealValue NumberOfTranches MarketRiskPremium Overcollateralization InterestCoverage 
TripleCbucket DummyMarket i.year i.month, vce(robust) 

esttab, r2(2) using defaultsrobustnessx.tex, r2(2)longtable modelwidth(1) replace /// 

 

testparm _I* 

 

 

*Regression Performance 

gen lagIC=InterestCoverage[_n-1] 

 

*table 

eststo clear 

eststo: xi: xtreg InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC , fe 
vce(robust) 

eststo: xi: xtreg InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC i.year 
i.month, fe vce(robust)  

eststo: xi: xtreg InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC i.year 
i.month NumberOfTranches CLOdefault, fe vce(robust)  

eststo: xi: xtreg InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC i.year 
i.month NumberOfTranches CLOdefault MarketRiskPremium, fe vce(robust)  

eststo: xi: xtreg InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC i.year 
i.month  NumberOfTranches CLOdefault  MarketRiskPremium Overcollateralization TripleCbucket, 
fe vce(robust) 

esttab using ICx.tex, r2(2) longtable replace /// 

 

*robustness check 

eststo clear 

eststo: xi: regress InterestCoverage RiskRetention MarketDefault MarketDefRet lagIC i.year 
i.month  NumberOfTranches CLOdefault  MarketRiskPremium Overcollateralization TripleCbucket 
DummyMarket, vce(robust) 

esttab using ICrobustnessx.tex, r2(2)longtable replace /// 

 

testparm _I* 
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